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ABSTRACT

A program which solves symbolic differentiation and integration

problems is described. The program is written in a language which makes

heavy use of recursion, and so recursive techniques are used widely.

The differentiation program solves problems containing all the common

types of functions found in basic calculus primers, and the integration

routine, while not being c[uite as complete, nevertheless solves a wide

variety of problems and is a useful tool. The view is taken that simp¬

lification and integration routines should as far as possible preserve

the structure of the expression inputted to them, and parallels between

the goals of integration and of simplification are drawn. A discussion

of possible improvements and of further research is made.
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CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND

1.1 Introduction

IDEA is an acronym for Integration and Differentiation Evaluation Algo¬

rithm. It seeks a differentiation or an anti-differentiation, as specified

by the user, of a given elementary function. Elementary function is defined

recursively, and Backus-Normal Form facilitates its definitions

<yariable> s := sequence of letters
<constant)> : s = <(variable)> | "(integer^
<elem~func>- :: = <constant> | <neg-op) <elem-func> |

<(elem-funq><arith-op)> <elem-func^ |
^Log-op> <elem-funq> |
<trig-op}> <elem-funq> |
^hyper-o]^ <elem-func/

<peg—op} :: -

<arith-oj} s: = + |- | / I* I ** (exponentiation)
^Log-op*}:: = expn(e to the power of) | 1n(napierian log) I

log(log to any other base)
^brig-op}:: = sin |cos |tan |cot | sec | csc

arcsin | arccos | arctan | arccot | arcsec | arccsc
^hyper-op^:: = sinh |cosh | tanh |coth I sech | csch|

arcsinh | arccosh | arctanh | arcsech | arccoth j arccsch

The hyperbolic functions are not handled by the integration routine, but

they are handled by the differentiation routine.

It is seen that the elementary functions above are quite like the set

of functions considered in most first primers on the calculus. The goal of

IDEA is to find the anti-differentiation or differentiation, as specified

by the user, of elementary functions in terms of other elementary functions.

Centuries have passed since Newton and Leibnitz discovered the calculus

simultaneously. During that time, the basic principles of calculus have been

well developed, so that today the methods used in solving calculus prob¬

lems are well known and very systematized. The experience of years allows

virtually all methematicians to tackle a given calculus problem in often
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tlie same way. While there is no "perfect solution" to calculus problems,

the hints at solution within the problem usually suggest similar methods

to different mathematicians. The schoolboy learning the calculus might

stew all night over an "impossible integration" only to have a tutor or

his lecturer the next morning non-chalantly say, "This is the old thus-

and-such a case" and immediately supply the magic substitution. The

student is perhaps chagrined, but the next time he comes across such a

problem, he will know what to do. The famous mathematician Geoffrey

Hardy expressed similar sentiment in writing at the beginning of a

calculus monograph:

This pamphlet is intended to be read as a

supplement to the accounts of 'Indefinite
Integration' given in texh-books on Integral
Calculus. The student who is only familiar with
the latter is apt to be under the impression
that the process of integration is essentially
'tentative' in character, and that its perform¬
ance depends on a large number of disconnected
though ingenious devices. My object has been
to do what I can to show that this impression
is mistaken, by showing that the solution of any
elementary problem of integration may be sought
in a perfectly definite and systematic way.10

If much of the integration problem can be met by recognising the

"catch" in the integrand, then.it should be possible to program a

computer to recognise the catch and supply a solution. This sort of ide a

has been with man far longer than his computers; the basic patterns of

integrals are written down along with advice for their solutions in instr¬

uments now called integral tables.

IDEA, though, is not strictly an integral table look-up program. It

searches for clues in a given integrand and heuristically supplies sugges¬

tions for the solution of the integral based on the clues found. This

avoids the need to completely identify an integrand in a look-up table as
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a given method of integration completely solves very different looking

integrals, e.g0 change-of-variable substitution solves the algebraic

By using a certain resourcefullness in finding a method of integr¬

ation, the machine exhibits artificially intelligent behaviour. Actually,

it is the programmer who supplies the machine his experience as to what

works best in a given situation. IDEA is presented with a theme of exper¬

ience and intelligence.

1.2 Purpose

The purpose of IDEA is to exhibit a modern symbolic integration pack¬

age along with suggestions on how it might be extended. By "modern" it is

meant an implementation using techniques of integration currently in use

and using the most high-level programming techniques. While the program

documented here is not as complete an integrator as some others that were

written, it does exhibit some novel approaches to the problem as well as

some good thoughts towards its extension in the final analysis. It is int¬

ended to describe a program which solves a wide variety of non-trivial

integrations.

1.3 The approach to the problem - artificial intelligence

In section 1.2, a specific problem was defined which, if solved by

humans, would be commonly thought to require intelligence on the part of

the human solver. In programming a computer to solve the same problem,

as well as the trigonometric

sin x cos x dx
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the program becomes an artificial intelligence program. The program does

not churn through some routine which always leads to an answer as it

would in, say, a program to find the factorial of a number. The machine

uses some "rules-of-thumb" supplied by the programmer in hopes of find¬

ing a solution which may not even exist.

It was Turing that first wrote about the possibilities of machines

performing "intelligent" tasks.29 He realised the difficulties in getting

a machine to exhibit an independent approach to novel situations, i.e. to

modify its behaviour in adjustment to a given new situation. Machine int¬

elligence is a simulation of human intelligence, he stated, and this defi¬

nition has changed little to this day.

Many approaches to artificial intelligence have been proposed since

Turing's paper. One approach which finds wide application to very many

artificial intelligence problems is a "heuristic graph search, or state-

space", approach. This approach has direct applicability to the problem

of symbolic integration and is chosen to mobilise IDiSA. Before this appl¬

icability is demonstrated, some of the important literature on graph trav¬

ersal are surveyed.

Fogel, Owens, and Walsh wrote a pioneering book on the procedures

involved in writing a program which exhibits artificial intelligence.8

They describe the problem as an evolution of a primary state to a goal

state. Doran and Michie wrote good papers on the representation of inte¬

lligence problems by graph and how to traverse the graph to seek a solut¬

ion to the original problem!'18 These authors are among the first to discuss

heuristic search. Michie and Ross improved upon this work by writing an

adaptive graph traverser which modified dynamically its problem transform¬

ation operators and improved on the heuristic evaluation functions.17



Heuristic search using graphs is further explored by Pohl" In another

paper, Pohl concerned himself with the effect of error in heuristic

search, i.e. just how far off course would a program go by taking a

given wrong turn.24 Amarel gives good suggestions on decision making

during heuristic procedures in one of his papers.1 Comprehensive summ¬

aries of artificial intelligence procedures are given in texts by

Slagle, Nilsson, and Hunt2.8,23,13

The knowledge from all of the above papers and books, together esp¬

ecially with the comprehensive pictures provided by Slagle, Nilsson, and

Hunt, go together to form the basic artificial intelligence strategy for

IDEA. These authors place emphasis on representation of problems in

artificial intelligence by a graph. More specifically, the graph is usu¬

ally a directed graph or a tree. The top of the tree (root node) is the

initial state given in the problem. A goal is sought from this starting

point. One example of a goal for artificial intelligence would be a ded¬

uction of some sort. This means that the root node is the "given" part

of the proof, and the goal is the "to prove" part. In IDEA, the root node

would be an integrand, and the goal node would be its anti-differentiation

The crux of the problem lies in getting from the start node to the

goal node. A human faced with such a task would proceed stepwise towards

his goal, e.g. he would present sub-propositions towards proving a theorem

or he would transform an integrand possibly several times before creating

a form he could find in his integral tables. In the graphical analysis,
f

the forms intermediate to the start node and the goal node are the steps

in the solution to the problem. Each step is deduced from some other step

or from the start node, and the logic which allows a step to be taken is

called an operator. Each step is represented graphically as a node on the
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tree0 Nodes lower down the tree are deduced from nodes higher up the

tree. The line segments between nodes are the operators. For a symb¬

olic integration problem, the operators might have names like "change-

of-variable substitution" or "trigonometric substitution." If the goal

node is ever reached from a node higher up the tree (via some operator)

which in turn is deduced through some number of steps from the start

node, then the path from the start node to the goal node is said to be a

solution. The situation is pictured in figure 1.1.

A solution to problem A would be ABFIL

Figure 1.1

In creating a heuristic search tree, different strategies may be

followed. A breadth-first search method expands its nodes to all their

succesors and the next level down before proceeding to the following

level. In figure 1.1, the nodes would be created in the order ABCDEFGHIJKL.

Since all the successors are tried, a breadth-first method must necessar¬

ily find a solution to a given problem since all the nodes are exhaustively

searched. The pitfall in this method is that if a node has a great many



successors then generating them all could be a very expensive process.

A depth-first method is one in which a node is expanded to its first

successor and that node is then expanded to its first successor and so on

until a node can no longer be expanded or a solution is found. If the

tree in figure 1-1 had been created by depth-first search, then its nodes

would have been created in the order ABEHFIKL by which time a solution is

found. The danger here is that a node may have infinite depth without

leading to solution. Safeguards should be added to ensure that the search

routine does not runaway on a wild goose chase. One improvement to a

depth-first routine would be to provide a node evaluation function which

would decide which node is closest to solution and therefore should be

expanded first.

IDEA uses a special case of depth-first search. All the immediate

successors, i.e. all the nodes one level down from the start node are

created first. The next step is to expand the first node generated in

this way to all of its possible successors and so on. The logic of this

is explained in Chapter V. Again using figure 1-1 as an example, the

IDEA strategy would generate the nodes of that tree in the order ABCDEFHI

JKL by which time a solution would have been found so further generation

of nodes stops.

1.4 Previous work

Two major symbolic integrators have been implemented. One is SAINT

by Slagle and the 'other is SIN by Moses27'22They both use LISP as a language

for writing their strategies down for the computer.16 They are briefly des¬

cribed here.

I.4a SAINT

SAINT is one of the early pioneering programs in artificial intellig-
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ence. It was designed to show that a machine can manifest intelligent

problem-solving behaviour. The original integrand is placed on a goal

list, and to this goal list may be added other integrands the solutions

of which might lead to the solution of the original integrand. Slagle

judged that the methods of integration factorization of constant, the

integral of a sum is the sum of the integral, and change-of-variable sub¬

stitution are always, or nearly always, appropriate. If these substitutions

are inadequate to solve the problem, then the problem is transferred to a

"temporary goal list." There the difficulty of the problem is measured and

sub-problems which were on the temporary goal list are transferred in order

of increasing difficulty to a "heuristic goal list" which applied transfor¬

mations to the integrand, hot included in the program was a rational func¬

tion integration procedure. Whenever multiple integration or definite inte¬

gration was a trivial extension single-variable indefinite integration, this

also could be done by SAINT. Slagle claims that SAINT handles calculus

problems "at the level of a good college freshman" and took a first-year

calculus examination with good proficiency.

1.4b SIN

A more complete symbolic integration program than SAINT 'written by

Moses is called SIN. SIN relies on a much tighter analysis of the problem

domain, i.e. integration, than does SAINT in order to rely less on tree

search and to obtain a more straightforward solution. Whereas SAINT is

likely to try several transformations on a given integrand and then decide

which of the resulting integrands is best for continuation, SIN scrutinizes

the integrand very closely in hopes of seeing the best transformation immed¬

iately.

SIN is divided into three stages. The first stage tries to solve the

integration problem by some cheap and quick-to-use method such as change-
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of-variable substitution. If the integral requires a more involved, solut¬

ion, a routine called "form" seeks out an appropriate transforation,.

Altogether, there are eleven transformations that might be triedo The

reader is referred to the original publications for a description of these

methods. If these eleven methods fail, then the integrand is passed on to

a third stage which applies general methods of integration. A great deal

of analysis and resources are used by these general methods| they are exp¬

ensive to use0

The SIN integration system is used by another program, SOLDIER, in order

to solve ordinary differential equations,. Special routines are also prov¬

ided to solve definite integration problems, even those which cannot be

evaluated by substituting limits for the variable of integration, e.g.

where r is a rational function. (The solution involves substitution of

complex exponentials for the trigonometric functions and evaluating on a

unit-circle using the residues of the complex functions)

1 c>5 Choice of programming language

IDEA is written in a language called SASL.30 SASL contains tools for

handling lists (and trees represented by lists) and is concise. Its

structures are more elegant than those of other list processing languages,

e.g. LISP, and thus becomes easier to use than these other languages,

SASL makes heavy use of recursive techniques, and thus is particularly

well-suited to operations involving recursively defined data structures,

e.g. trees and lists, and recursively defined programming operations, e.g.

application of the chain rule in differentiation.

Of especial significance to the integration problem at hand is SASL's

2-rr

0

r(sin x cos x)dx
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approach to functions, which is different to many of the languages in

common use today. The definition of a function, represented by that

function's name, may be passed as an item in a list and then evaluated

later by plugging appropriate parameters into it. Thus, if each integ¬

ration method is written as a function, a list of methods applicable to

a given integrand may easily be represented. The use of heuristic eval¬

uation functions, which in IDEA are implicit, facilitates the correct

choice of method for a given integrando

For the reader's convenience, the BNF of SASL is given in appendix

B. Readers are referred to Turner for details0



chapter II

input/output

2*1 The basic idea

The input/output scheme of IDEA balances the needs of user and of

machine. The user vri.ll want to use Fortran-Algol like infix notations to

represent his expressions because that is what is natural to him and eas¬

iest for him to understand. The machine finds greatest utility in forms

which have no ambiguity as to their meaning and which can be easily exam¬

ined for the integration and differentiation operations. The IDEA machine

uses a tree-structured form of polish notation. It is a simple matter to

keep the user and the internal representations separate.

2.2 The user interface

The user actually completes a SASL program by issuing a differentiate

or integrate command. He merely inputs the word "differentiate" or

"integrate" followed by two strings enclosed in SASL quotes. The first

string is his infix representation of his expression. The second is the

variable of differentiation or integration. If the user misspells the

command, or misuses the SASL quotes, or in any other way violates the rules

for forming SASL programs, he may generate SASL error messages which are

usually quite clear as to the source of difficulty. If the infix express¬

ion itself is incorrectly formed, an error message of the form "syntax

error: -error message-" will be generated by IDEA. If none of these cata¬

strophes occur, a normal output is produced.

The output of a differentiation takes the form

"the derivative of"
-user's infix expression-
"with respect to" -variable of differentiation~"is"
-infix representation of answer—

The differentiator is demonstrated by the following reproductions of actually



inputted problems

differentiate 'sin x" 'x"
<compiled>
the derivative of
sin x

with respect to x is
cos x

differentiate 'dog
<.compiled">
the derivative of

with respect to x

dog' x

dog(x)

differentiate 'y**3/3" 'y"
<compiled>
the derivative of

y**3/3
with respect to y is
y** 2

differentiate 'arctan(u**2)M "u"
<compiled>
the derivative of

arctan(u**2)
with respect to us is
(2*u) / (1+u**4)

differentiate 'arctan(a*x#*2+b)" «x"
<Ccompiled>
the derivative of
arctan (a*x**2+b)
with respect to x is

a*2*x/(1+(a*x**2+b)**2)
differentiate ft**n" 't"
<compiled>
the derivative of
t**n
with respect to t is
n*t**(n-1)

differentiate 't**n" *n"
^compiled^
the derivative of
t**n
with respect to n is
1n tfl-t*-^

differentiate 'arccsch(cosh x)" 'x"
<^compiled^
the derivative of x

arccsch(cosh x)
with respect to x is
-(sinh x/cosh X*(1 +(cosh x)**2)**(l/2)
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Chapter III discusses the actual inner workings of the differentiation

routineo

The output of an integrate command is similar to that for a differen¬

tiate commando If IDEA cannot do the integration, then it prints out,

" i am stuck." If it can, it prints out in the form:

"the integral of"
-user's infix expression—
"in" -variable of integration- "is"
-infix representation of answer-

Consider the following examples of output:

integrate 'x**3" ,x"
<compiled>
the integral of
x**3
in x is

x**4/4

integrate '(sin x)*(cos x)" 'x"
^compiled)
the integral of
(sin x)*(cos x)
in x is

-((cos x)**2/2)

integrate '(tan theta)**!?" 'theta"
<compiled,>
the integral of
(tan theta).**5
in theta is

(2*(tan theta)**4-4*((tan theta)**2-2*1n(sec theta)))/8

ir
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The integration routine is discussed in Chapter V.

2.3 The construction of an input string

The rules for construction of strings to give IDEA are kept as

simple as possible. The algebraic operators are represented in the

usual Fortran-Algol way: + for addition, - for subtraction, * for mult¬

iplication, / for division, and ** for exponentiation. Roots are repre¬

sented by fractional exponents.

Only integers are allowed as numbers. This is due in part to the

lack of real numbers in SASL and also because it is usual to represent

all numbers rationally in the calculus.

Variable names may be any combination of the 26 letters of the alph¬

abet. This allows a very wide variety of variable names and the beginnings

and ends of variable names are easily detected by SASL test operators.

Functions are a variable name followed by a space and then another

variable name or an integer as an argument, or followed by a legal expre¬

ssion in parentheses. IDEA uses standard representations for most of the

functions commonly considered in the calculus. These mnemonics are shown

in table II-1 and are easy to recognise. "Expn" is a function which raises

the napierian base e to the power of its argument. "Ln" the napierian

logarithm function. "Log" is the logarithm to any other base.

trig
functions

inverse

trig hyperbolic
functions functions

inverse

hyperbolic
functions general

sin
cos

tan
cot
sec

csc

arcsin
arccos

arctan
arccot
arcsec

arccsc

sinh
cosh
tanh
coth
sech
csch

arcsinh
arccosh
arctanh
arccoth
arcsech
arccsch

expn
In

log

TABLE I1-1
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The negative is represented, as usual, by a minus sign. Internally,

this will be represented as an underscore so that it may be easily

distinguished from subtractions.

The user uses all these symbols in combination vdth parentheses to

group subexpressions if he wishes. All these follow the normal rules for

formation of expressions by algebraists.

Examples of legal IDEA expressions:

-(a-
(a+b)/(c+d)

X#*k*2H-7
function (x**3+b)*a

Note that all variable names which have no argument following them are

assumed to be variables and not functions.

2.4 Internal representation

Infix representation has problems in definition of operator precedence

and handling of parentheses which are alleviated by translation of the in-

pat string into polish notation. Each polish string has a corresponding

tree structure equivalent to it. Since so many of the tasks of different¬

iation, integration, and simplification are defined recursively, since SASL

makes heavy use of recursion, and since trees are defined recursively and

are easily operated on in recursive fashion, trees are the chosen data rep¬

resentation for IDEA. Trees are simulated by SASL lists. Every arithmetic

operator, plus, minus, multiply, divide, and exponentiate is a SASL 3—list

consisting of the operator followed by its two arguments. The negative

sign and all the other functions which are in IDEA are represented by 2—

lists, the negative sign (represented by the underscore), or the name

of the function, followed by its argument. Thus all operations are repres—

a+b+c
a*b-t-c
cos x

sin
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ented naturally.

The routine for creating a tree expression from an infix string is

the IDEA, routine "exp." This routine utilises a standard type recursive-

decent algorithm such as that described by Gries.9 This method is easy to

implement, follows the BMF of the grammar well, and neatly generates error

messages when needed. This is a "top-down" technique, and associates

operators to the right. This is natural for exponentiation and for stack¬

ing function calls.

Examples

a*#b*-*c = a**(b**c)
sin cos x = sin(cos(x))

The view is taken here that right association is also most natural

for divisions and multiplications.

Example

a/b*c - -—-—
b*c

It is not natural for additions and subtractions. If it were, then an

expression as a+b-c+d would be considered as a+b-(c+d) and the meaning of

the plus sign in fron of "d" would be reversed. An extra level of recursion

in the subroutine "terms" avoids this anomaly.

The BNF of the grammar is given here:

<exp> :<pxp><add—op> <^term^I ^term}
<term>:: = <factor^<mult-op><teim^| <[factor)>
<£actoi}> :: = <^arg>**<Cfactor> j <arg^>
<Carg>:: = (<exp>) / -<arg> |<number^| <^fnex^
(number^ :: = <Jiigit]><'number> |<h.igit^>
^fnexp):: = ^name>| <hame"^<arg^
<name^:: = <(letter^name)> | <letterj>
<^Lette^>:: = <any letter of the alphabet
<digit>:: = 0|1|2|3|4|5l6|7|8|9
<add-op> :: = + | -

^mult-op^ :: = * | /
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Examples of tree structures

a+b = +

A
a b

a+b*c

a ^

A

a,•/b*c+d =

b c

sin(a+b*c)**2 = **

■A
sjn 2 .

+

A
A

A
A
a *

/\
Monadic operators are distinguished from diadec operators dynamically by

merely counting the successors of the operator node,

2,5 Output

These tree structures may be outputted in infix by calling the proc¬

edure "output". The method used incorporates some of the ideas of Weissman.31

The method is short and very easy to implement. In this routine as well

as all the rest of the routines, the utmost care is taken that the outputted

form resembles the inputted form so that the user may easily recognise it.



CHAPTER III
DIFFERENTIATION

Any integration routine must have a differentiation routine as a

trivial part of the program. In IDEA, the differentiation routine may-

he called on its own if all that is desired is the differentiation of

an expression. IDEA uses a functional approach to the problem. This

approach is sugared by SASL.

By the time an expression is passed to the differentiation routine,

it has had a tree structure representation as described in Chapter II

made for it. The tree structure is represented by a SASL list.

Examples

.+

/ \ =
a b

/\
sin 2

I
= '*•*", ('sin", ($+,a, (5%b,c, ),),),2,

"Ab c

Most of the work of differentiation is done by the parser because

the appropriate rule of differentiation is implied immediately by merely

examining the first operator in the list. In the first example above,

the first operator is plus so the rule is to sum the derivatives of the

two arms of the addition. This is done by recursive calls to the differ¬

entiation function "diff." In a similar way, the second example above is

examined and deemed to require a rule of differentiation for exponentiations.

The differentiation algorithm is then easy to describe. If the object

to be differentiated is the same as the variable of differentiation, then

the answer is one. If it is any other single entity, i.e. if it is atomic.
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then the answer is zero. Otherwise, the head operator is passed to the

function "diffop" whose value is a function which operates on the arms

or arm of the operator according to the rules of differentiation. The

chain rule is applied by recursive calls to "diff." In this way, one

routine handles the differentiation rules for both the monadic and diadic

functions since the routine "diffop" returns a function peculiar to the

particular operator being examined.

Examples taken from actual coding (see appendix A)

s=ya* -> Lambda (left, right,).
$+»'(/;>>*,left,diff right var,), (fc*3right diff left var,),;

s='sin" -> lambda(operand,).
Jfe*,('cos",operand,),diff operand var,;

These examples hopefully clarify the working, of the differentiator even

to readers unfamiliar with the language SASL. The parameter s holds the

leading operator of the list and the SASL reserved word lambda, is an

entity serving to identify functions in much the same way as lambda is
•3

used in Church's lambda calculus'! If the operand in the second example

were x, and the variable of differentiation, held in var, were also x,

then "diff" would return the tree structure

$*,('cos","x",),1.

which would be simplified to

•cos", 'x",

by the simplifier described in Chapter IV.

The rules of differentiation are searched by linear search. This

method is reasonably efficient for this task as the amount of rules to be

searched is small (31)• The rules are ordered for search so that the rules

most likely to be appropriate, i.e. the arithmetic operator rules, are tried

first. An expression not recognised by any of the rules is assumed by
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default to be a monadic function. A prime (" ' ") is affixed to the name

of the function and the chain i*ule applied.

Example

differentiate 1dog(x)" 1 x"
<compiledJ>
the derivative of

dog(x)
with respect to x is
dog' x

A complete list of the differentiation rules are appendix C.



- CHAPTER IV
SIMPLIFICATION

4*1 The goal of simplification

Another important sub-program in an integration routine is an algeb¬

raic simplification algorithm. The many intermediate results generated

during the course of an integration can have many terms in them which could

be gathered together, divided down to unity, or some other such routine

which is associated with simplification. Unless simplification can take

place, the already difficult task of integration can become monstrously

difficult if not impossible.

One great obstacle in the creation of a suitable simplification routine

is the conflicting requirements set on the simplifier and another is the

vague definition of the term "simplification." Moses in seeking to answer

the questions above classifies the various approaches to the problem with—
20

out ever supplying a definition of simplification in concrete terms. The

term "algebraic simplification" evokes different pictures in the minds of

different people.

Certainly in context with the term simplification are certain rules

such as addition to zero is an identity as is multiplication by unity.

Beyond these basics it would seem that simplification needs a context, em

environment, in which to work. The environment concerned here is integration.

A "y" in an expression is a constant when integrating with respect to "x".

the "y" takes on a very different meaning when integrating in "y." Since

integration of the terms of a polynomial in the variable of integration is

trivial, it might be argued that

should always be expanded by the simplifier and integrated termwise. Slagle

takes this point of view in his SAINT program. But if the n in the above
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expression is equal to 1,000 then expansion, although yielding a font

which is trivial to integrate, is nevertheless very messy and, it is

thought, much less pleasing to the eye than would be a form which made

a substitution for x+a to give

St N1000 , , v1001(x+a) dx = (x+a) + C
1001

Also, IDEA will assume that, as far as is practicable, the user wishes

to see the anti-differentiation of his expression take the same form as

that which he used for input. It is recognised that a radical transfor¬

mation, such as making trigonometric function into a complex exponential,

might facilitate the integration by allowing the use of some high-brow

mathematics, but the user will get his answer in a form which he might

not recognise as having relevance to the form he inputted. In the above

example, if the user wishes an answer which has the full 1002 terms in

it, then he will put in the expression with the full 1001 terns in it.

The simplifier used by IDEA has very few simplification rules incorpor¬

ated into it and does its utmost to preserve the structure inputted to

it. Integration is kept separate from simplification.

There is a subtle point in the preceding discourse which bears

emphasis. Users generally present expressions to symbol manipulators

in the form that they do because they have some reason for doing so.

The terns of a polynomial are written down usually in ascending or desc¬

ending powers of the independent variable because it allows readers to

see easily pertinent characteristics of the polynomial, e.g. the degree,

powers with zero coefficients, and the constant term. If a user writes

down the terms of a polynomial in random order then it is proposed here
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that he had some compelling reason for doing so. If the simplifier rea¬

rranges the inputted expression, then it may mask the context of input

from the routine for which the simplifier works. A paraphrase of the

golden rule as applied to routines which utilise sirnplifiers might go

"give unto others as they give unto your simplifier."

The substance of all the above is that simplifiers vary because they

are designed to run along side programs which do very different jobs from

each other. The integrator is concerned with elementary algebraic express¬

ions and uses the elementary rules learned in a first course in algebra.

When the routine calling the simplifier requires some special form, then

that form should be supplied outwith the simplifier. In view of the above,

a definition of "algebraic simplification" is proposed: Algebraic simplif¬

ication is the set of rules for consolidating an expression to its most

concise and usable form while preserving the structure of the originally

supplied expression.

4.2 The organisation of the simple man's simplifier

The organisation of the simplification routine in IDEA is devised to

incorporate the best balance of simplicity, ease of implementation, and

speed of computation. The simplification problem is approached remember¬

ing that expressions for input are in tree form. A tree is recursively

defined as a network of smaller trees, so each sub-tree may be treated in

the same way as the whole tree. A recursive routine becomes the best way

to handle each of the sub-trees, and then the main tree.

The rules of simplification are chosen from experience, most of the

tips one would expect to pick up in a first course on algebra are incorp¬

orated into IDEA. Each rule is applicable to a given algebraic operator,

so the rules grouped under the operator to which they refer. It is easy to

find the rules which might- be applicable to a given expression
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by examining the top operator of its tree representation.

Since there are only a few algebraic operators to find, a linear

search method is adequately fast and easy to implement. Monadic func¬

tions, except for the negative sign, have no special simplification rules,

e.g. expn(ln x) = x, implemented due to both size and time limitations.

Functions are handled by ensuring only that their arguments are in simplest

formic Auxilary procedures help the main routine recognise some difficult

patterns and apply refinements.

4.3 The simplification rules and their implementation

4.3a The auxilary routines

Several routines aid the main simplification program in its purpose:

to compact the inputted expression to an easily readable form while pres¬

erving the form of the inputted expression.

It is a problem in simplification to recognise expressions as being

equivalent when the commutative properties of addition and multiplication

have been applied. For example, when treating expressions as a rather

anonymous list of symbols, it is an arduous task to show a machine that,

in context, a+b*c is the same as c*b+a. One solution to the problem is

to canonically order expressions on input so that equivalent expressions

are always represented identically internally. However, then it becomes

difficult to return to the original foim of the expression, which is shown

above to be desirable. Changes in the form of the original expression may

have side effects as is demonstrated in the (x+a)n example above. Thus,

the simplifier itself is provided with a method of deciding whether or not

two expressions are equivalent given only the expressions themselves.

The method is incorporated in the subroutine "equal." If the top operator

of an expression is addition or multiplication, the operand aims of the
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expression are "checked, off" against those of the expression to which it

is heing compared. If each operand has a matching equivalent operand in

its opposite number then the expressions are deemed equivalent.

Subroutine "gcd" computes the greatest common divisor of two numbers

by Euclid's method.

"Cancel" is a routine to help in the simplification of divisions.

It divides out common factors of numerator and denominator of a fraction

taking into account the commutative property of multiplication. It does

this by checking each operand arm of a multiplication in the numerator

against each operand arm of multiplication in the denominator.

"Subtract" is a subroutine which is similar to "cancel", but which acts

upon subtraction instead of divisions. It ensures that examples such as

a+x-a and a+x+y-a are simplified to an expression which contain no a's.

It is decided that all expressions which contain divisions should be

put over a common denominator. The procedure "comdenom" finds that denom¬

inator by multiplication of common factors.

All these routines, and some of the other more trivial ones the reader

may find in appendix A, use algorithms similar to those used by human

algebraists to achieve their ends. They all preserve form as much as poss¬

ible.

4.3b The simplification rules

The simplification rules are grouped under the operator to which they

apply. Simplification occurs recursively for each subtree in the expression

ending when an atomic node is found, i.e. a number or variable standing

alone. Monadic operators merely have their arguments simplified to zero and

a negative of negative is made a positive. The simplification rules for

exponentiation, subtraction, addition, division, and multiplication are
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tabulated, in table IV-1 at the end of the chapter.

4.3c A refinement routine

There is a convention in the IDEA simplifier that brings all numbers

as far up and to the left of the tree as possible. This ensures that

numbers are in an easy place to find and to manipulate. This is done

using the routine "collect" and the associative law over addition and

multiplication. This situation is illustrated by example.

Example of number grouping

Rules for exponentiations Rules for subtractions

0
x

X

1
1
X

perform the subtraction
x-0 = x

0-x = -x.

x-x = 0
if expression contains fraction

if the operands are numbers.

numbers raised to integerial
powers are multiplied out

find common denominator

/ 2n\ 2n
(-jc ) = x

-x-(-y) = y-x
x-(-y) = x+y

x-(p*x) = (1-p)*x
(a*x) - (b*x) = (a-b)*x
(a*x)-x = (a-1)*x

Table IV-1 (continued on next page)
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continuation of Table IV-1

Rules for divisions

x/1 = x
0/x = 0
divide out the greatest common

denominator of fractions

x/x = 1 .

V n 1-nx/x = x
x/(y/z) = (x*z)/y

Rules for multiplications'

if the operand arras are numbers,
perform the multiplication

x*0 = 0
x*1 = x2
x*x = x

Rules for additions

If the operand arms are numbers,
perform the addition

x+0 = x

x+x = 2*x
If an operand arm is a fraction, put the

expression over a common denominator
—x+—y = -(x+y)
x+ -x = 0
x = -y = x-y

n-1

Rule found in all classesj bring negatives to the outermost level,
eog. x/-y = —(x/y), x*-y = -XY, etc.



CHAPTER V
INTEGRATION

5.1 The executive program

The subroutine "int" controls the integration process. First, it

simplifies the integrand, which is supplied to the procedure in polish

tree form, using the routine described in Chapter IV. This eliminates

superfluous expressions in the integrand. It is anticipated that the

user is not so likely to supply an unsimplified expression so much as an

integration routine recursively calling "int" (see below).

The simplified integrand is matched against the integral tables by

calling the subroutine "basicform." The entries in these tables form

appendix D. The organisation and workings of "basicform" are the subject

of section 5»2.

If the integrand cannot be found in the integral tables, then the

integrand is passed to any of several routines, depending on the top

operator of its polish tree, which returns as its value a list of integr¬

ation functions. These decision routines are described in section 5*3.

The integration functions are described in section 5»4«

The procedure "apply" operates the integration procedures on the

integrand in the order supplied in the suggestion list. Each integration

does its work on the integrand and recursively calls "int" to start the

whole procedure again, the next time with the newly transformed integrand.

Thus, a depth-first heuristic search is implemented.

Before describing the integration procedures outlined above, it is

important to discuss the philosophy with which these integration procedures

are written. The process of integration is viewed here as a process of

simplification in that integrands are changed to equivalent forms with the

goal in mind of creating a form in the integral tableso The transformation

process continues always with a reference point, a context, namely the
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-variable of integration. Unlike the simplification procedure described

in chapter IV, the integration procedure has two tools to transform the

integrand: it may be transformed by actually changing- the integrand itself

algebraically to some more useful form, or the variable of integration

may be changed to give a different context to the integrand. In the latter

case, transformation of the integrand itself is usually necessary to ensure

that the original context of the problem is not lost.

The astute reader will already have noticed that any expression which

does hot explicitly contain the variable of differentiation will be

considered constant, i.e..it will differentiate to zero. The variable of

integration or of differentiation is normally thought of as being some

single name such as "x" or "t." The organisation of IDEA is such that

a whole tree may be used as the "variable" of integration or of different-

Thus, if the polish tree representation of the integrand or expression

to be differentiated does not explicitly contain the "tree of differentiat¬

ion," it will be considered relatively constant.

Examples

iation,

k <y) " 0

d (tan(x2)) = 0
d (tan x)

d
(tan x) = 0

d(x2)
d

(tan(x)) = 1
d(tan x)

~ (tan (x2)) = 2x sec2(x)
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Before going on to a discussion of the concrete advantages of this

treatment of differentiation, it would he well to calm the fears of those

mathematicians who might object to this approach. Some mathematicians

might object, for example, that in the second example above, tan(x ) is

not sufficiently constant with respect to tan(x) that differentiating

one with respect to the other should not become zero as it does in IDEA.

This objection would become serious if it were expected that people would

actually request a differentiation with respect to some formula. But it

is expected that only the .integrator would make such a request, and only

if the integration at hand becomes any easier by assuming such a represen¬

tation. In section 5»3a, it is shown how the heuristics make a decision

to apply change-of-variable substitution to such an integrand as

sin ^^cbs
1 I
X X

since differentiation of the left subtree, with respect to x, produces the

right subtree. But if the right subtree were any more complicated than it

is here, say by containing a cos(x ), then the substitution is not made and

sin(x) does not become the new variable in integration. Thus, IDEA does

not allow itself to be misled by its own differentiator. Examples of int¬

egration using formulae as the variable of integration are posed by authors
2

of calculus texts, e.g. Ayres.

This approach has several advantages. First, it helps decide which

expressions are constant compared to which other expressions; merely diff¬

erentiate one with respect to the other and see if the answer simplifies
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to zero. Second, certain transformations, especially change—of—substitution

become very easy0 For example, if

ssin x cos x dx

is considered, then let y=sin x and dy=cos x dx. Note that the dx is more

than an indication of which variable is to be considered in the integration.

It is part of the expression itself and serves to indicate completion of the

chain-rule.

dx

really means given f(x) times the derivative of its argument afla chain

rule, find the expression which differentiates to this expression. So when

a change-of-variable substitution as in the above example is made, instead

of changing the expression from one in x to one in y, the sin(x) is left

alone and the variable of integration is changed to sin(x).

5
y dy=d(sin x) . 2

^3 ~y ' - sin x
sin x cos x dx^ 2

Using the approach here, no back substitution for y is necessary in IDEA.

The answer is printed out immediately. The change-of—variable routine is

outlined in section 5*4b, and there a disadvantage of this approach is

discussed.

In the routines described in the following sections of this chapter,

a given substructure in an integrand is operated on. The substructure might

be eliminated, as in factorisation of constant, or the variable of integration

might be enlarged into some larger tree, as in change-of-variable substitution,
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or it might "be replaced by some other more usable structure, as in integ¬

ration by parts. The first two types of methods physically reduce the

number of substructures in the integrand or increase the size of the

variable of integration so that the integrand is smaller in context. Thus,

as long as an integrand containing a finite amount of substructures is

supplied, the integration procedure terminates either in an answer, or

failure when the integrand loses all its substructures or when none of the

remaining substructures can be operated upon by a known method. In the

last type of method, the transformed integral must be double-checked by

some means to ensure that some progress towards solution is being made,

otherwise infinite search occurs.

The executive procedure carries out some transformations itself.

Integrals which are sums are integrated according to the rule

Although this rule is appropriate for a great many problems, it is net

always appropriate. An example would be

The first term is unintegrable in terms of elementary functions so the

total integration fails. The only method for handling this case is

creating a heuristic guess at the answer such as Moses did in implementing
26

the Eisch algorithm. These methods are time consuming and large and hence

not included in IDEA. A sharp eye sees that the answer to the above integ¬

ration is just the reverse of the differentiation rule for multiplication,
2

x
viz. xe •

The simplification routine puts negative signs at the top of the tree.

v + udx= /■ dx udx

2
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Tbus "int" performs the transformation

^-u dx = u dx

with ease.

5.2 The integral tables

2
The entries in IDEA'S integral tables are similar to those in Ayres.

The types of functions which are entered in the tables are catagorised as

exponentiations, multiplications, divisions, square roots of functions,

or as monadic functions. The first four catagories are examined by separate

IDEA procedures, while the monadic functions are examined by the integral

table look-up executive procedure "basicformo"

5.2a "expfoim"

The subroutine "expfoim" tests exponentiations (not to the -g- power

which is a square root form and examined elsewhere, cf. 5«2d) against the

following exponential entries:

^sec^ x dx = tan x^csc x dx = -cot x

<^aX dx = aX a is a constant
1n a

n+1
x dx = x / jt

—r~ n f- ^n+1 '

Remember that e"^X^ is handled as the function expn(f(x)) and not as an

exponentiation. This point is discussed further in Chapter VI.

5.2b "multform"

The IDEA procedure "multform" handles integral table entries of the

following forms:

jseo x tan x dx = sec x

Jesc x cot x dx = -csc x
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5.2c "divform"

The procedure "divform" is a hit more complicated than those desc¬

ribed in sections 5*2a and 5°2b<> It handles the table entries which are

divisions. The order of description here of the table entries follows,

as closely as possible, the order of entries actually used in the sub¬

routine.

Remembering that functions which differentiate to zero are considered

constant, the first possibility tried is

5 a
^ ax

b ~ b , a and b constant

All further entries in this section of the table are unity divided

by something else. If the numerator is not unity, a quick exit is afforded

from the routine,

Y/ith the numerator taken care of, the denominator is concentrated

upon, IDEA first examines denominators which are additions or subtractions.

All such entries are of a form containing a polynomial in the variable of

integration in the denominator, IDEA'S subroutine "polynomial" ascertains

this fact and returns the degree of the polynomial and a list of the coeff¬

icients of the terms of the polynomial. This is helpful because the only

type of denominator considered here is a second degree polynomial whose

first degree term is zero. They are listed here:

dx , , ax

~2~2—2 = ~ arctan —
a x +b ab

dx 1 , ax-b
In

2 2,2 2ab ax+b
ax-b

ta 1 in
âx-b

,2 2 2 ~ 2ab
b -a x
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The next sort of denominator considered by "divform" is a square-root

type of denominator.

dx

"|/ax + bN
2 -J ax + b%

»—* = J_ 1n(ax +
i ^ Z?'a x + b a

2 2 . 2v
ax + b ;

dx 1 arcsi
,,2 "T? ~ a
rb - a x

in/ ax\

Vb J
After these the only case left to recognise is

dx =1 . f ax\
;— - ■ • - — arcsxnl r— \

J 2 2 ^ a [h >xv ax -b

5»2d "sqform"

The next part of the integral table is the table of square-root forms,

i.e. those expressions raised to the -g- power. The forms considered are

those which are roots of second degree polynomial whose first degree term

is zero.

VM 2 2 72s , 1 f~a I 2 2 72 *>2 « ( -,/ 2 2 72\~f\\|a x + b dx = — ^ x~*va x + b + — 1n(ax +^/a x + b ) J
I 2 2 . 2N
Ja x + b

I 2 2 . 2V
ya x - b

/, 2 2 2 "
Vb - a x

* b2
2

i22 , 2* b^ . , I 2 2 72? 1
fa x - b - 1n(ax + ya x - b ; J

P72 2 2 7 1 f a (72 2lP b2 . /ax\"7b-ax ax =
al2x * ~ a x + "j? arcsm ( ~ )

5<>2e 5?he defined functions

The unary functions defined for integration in IDEA are tabulated in

the executive program "basicform." These include the trigonometric functions,

the logarithmic functions, and the expn function.
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The strategy used in "basicform" is the same as the strategy used by

much of the rest of the integration routines. Classification of an integrand

begins with the examination of the top operand on its polish tree. Further

classification takes place by examining substructures below the top operand.

By searching for more general characteristics before more specific ones,

the search proceeds rapidly and the program runs quickly. In "basicfoim,"

it takes but four or five levels of search before a positive decision is

made about whether or not the integrand corresponds to an integrand in the

tables.

5*3 The heuristic functions

If a given integrand cannot be found in the integral tables, then

intelligence, or in this case artificial intelligence, must be used to

seek a solution. This section deals with the ways in which IDEA deduces

just what to do. The basic routine is that the integrand is examined to

see if it contains substructures which, in IDEA'S vast "experience" in

integration, indicate that a given method or transformation might work.

It might be argued that if the integral tables were only large enough,

then the sort of solution described in this section and the following would

become unnecessary. There are serious questions as to just what is meant

by "large enough." If entries are added to the integral table when each

new case is imagined, the integral table becomes very overweight and has

a large search time. By generalising cases into groups for which given

methods have a high probability of being applicable, many cases are solved

for which several entries in the integral tables would have been needed.
I 2 2 iP I 2 2 2s

For instance, integrands which contain -Ja x - b , Ha x + b , or

[~2
"Vb - a x can often be done by trigonometric substitution. Forms cont-

/ 2 N
aining-\|ax + bx + c can often be done this same way once the square xs
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completed. But exactly which of the first three forms above this last form

vail look like is not obvious upon inspection. Furthermore, this last form

often requires a change-of-variable substitution after the square has been

completed.. Covering all these cases would be difficult in a table, yet

they are all handled by IDEA'S one procedure "trigsub." A careful balance

must be made between the size of integral table and the amount of heuristic

methods of integration.

IDEA uses a depth-first method of heuristic search. Method generation,

described below is done carefully so that methods which are most likely to

lead to a solution are generated first and therefore tried first by "apply."

The premise is that methods which eliminate part of the expression tree,

explicitly or implicitly, are more likely to help than those methods which

feel for an answer heuristically. Examples of methods in the first category

are factorisation of constants and change-of-variable substitution. An

example in the second category is integration by parts.

Each integrand is passed to examination subroutines according to the

top operator on its polish tree. Each subroutine returns a list of functions,

or the null list, which are deemed applicable to the integrand. If factor¬

isation of constant or change—of-variable substitution is deemed applicable,

then the routine exits as soon as practicable since these methods are so

useful in general that they should be started with minimum delay. Otherwise,

a fdll compliment of suggestions is built up in the variable "x."

5«3a "intmult"

"Intmult" is the IDEA procedure which produces a list of possible

methods of integration for integrands which are multiplications. Since the

simplifier puts numbers in the top leftmost position of the expression tree,

it is a fairly easy matter to see if one is there and return the function
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"facconst" along with the constant in such a case. Since people normally

write down numbers and other constants to the left and the parser in turn

puts these things on the left (people write "ax" instead of "xa"), then

non-numerical constants are also found. If a person nests a constant for

some reason, the simplifier will not bring it up front unless that constant

is numerical. These sort of expressions are therefore much more difficult

to recognise. It would take a bit of work to seek out a constant which was

nested arbitrarily deep. The program is kept small and basic, and this

sort of work is not done by IDEA.

Change-of-variable substitution is suggested for the forms

^f(x) f'(x) dx

This useful method solves many integrations.

Example of integrations solved by change-of-variable substitution

sin x cos x dx

(sin(expn(x)) cos(expn(x)) expn(x) dx

Note that the tree structure for the last expression looks like

*

expn cos expn

I I I
x expn x

I
x

Differentiating the topmost left subtree of the expression produces a tree

which looks like the rightmost top subtree. This is the key to deciding

whether or not to use change-of-variable substitution. If differeniating
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•one "branch of a multiplication tree duplicates the other branch, save perhaps

for a constant, then the change-of-variable is warranted,

"Intmult" also looks for integrands of the form

This form is different from the above form in that a substitution is sought

for a function within a function whereas in the above case a function is

multiplied by its differential,
f(x)

"Intmult" returns change-of-variable for integrands containing a ,

where a is a constant.

Integrands containing trigonometric functions (these are detected by

the procedure "trigonometric") are candidates for the "intrig" trigonometric

integration routine described in section 5* 4k. Those containing other

functions are suggested for integration by parts. Integrands containing

polynomials raised to some power are candidates for multexpand.

"SpecialformS1" enables "intmult" to detect integrands which contain

radical roots nested as arguments of some monadic function. "Specialfoira3"

detects radicals not under a monadic function. These functions are described

along with the routines that operate on these special integrands in sections

5.4i and 5-4j«

5.3b "intdiv"

"Intdiv," the IDEA subroutine which returns as its value a list of

possible integration functions for integrands which are divisions, is similar

in organisation to "intmult." It first looks for easy-to-find constants

to factor in the numerator and denominator. It then looks to see if the

denominator is a multiple of the derivative of the numerator, and vice-versa,

in which case change-of-variable substitution is immediately returned.
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Like "intmult," it also looks for derivatives of expressions contained in

functions or exponentiations in the integrand's structures. If the denom¬

inator is a second degree polynomial in the variable of integration, then

completing the square is added to the suggestion list. If both numerator

and denominator are polynomials, and the degree of the numerator is greater

than or equal to that of the denominator, then the polynomial long division

routine "polydiv" is added to the list. Care is taken to discover combina¬

tions of the above such as in the case of

Here change-of-variable substitution is required since the denominator is -

a polynomial in the derivative of the numerator, except for a constant.

The "separate" routine is suggested for integrands whose numerators are

additions. This routine is discussed, as are all the routines of integration,

in section 5»4» The remainder of "intdiv" looks much like "intmult."

5.3c "intfunc"

"Intfunc" is a short routine that returns a list of integration routines

applicable to integrands which are monadic functions of some argument.

Integration-by-parts is very useful for many such integrands and so is

included at the end of the suggestion list. Otherwise, no new routines

are returned.

5.3d "intexp"

"Intexp" returns a list consisting of integration methods suited to

various integrands which are exponentiations. This routine handles cases of

• 2 0 .
sin x + 2 sin x + 1

cos x dx
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as these two important forms are exponentiations. Polynomials in the

variable of integration raised to an integer power are candidates for the

routine "expansion."

Once the list of methods is compiled, it is passed to subroutine

"apply" so that they may be tried. Notice that some methods get suggested

for what seem to be very different integrands. For instance, "compsquare"

is suggested for

P dz

J z2 - 2z + 3

as well as

^*(z2 - 2z + 3)2 dz
Scrutiny shows that these forms are really very similar; the first looks

much like the second of it is written

^(z2 - 2z + 3) 1 dz
Why the user should use one form over the other is left to him. It is up

to IDEA, to discover the relation.

5.4 Description of the methods of integration

The methods of integration used by IDEA and described here are by no

means all the methods of integration there are. Indeed, it would probably

be impossible to propose such a list and worse to implement the list on

any known computer by its sheer size. It is proposed that the methods

implemented in IDEA are adequate in number and variety to solve a 'wide

variety of integrations. Each method consists ofaprocedure, or of a set

of procedures controlled by some executive routine.

/—b
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Certainly, all these functions of integration have less in common with

each other than did the heuristic functions which creates the lists of these

functions<> There are, however, some features in common. They all operate

on the integrand with respect to the variable of integration. In many cases,

other parameters helpful to the routine are supplied "by the heuristic

function which suggested it. All the procedures, once they have finished

their transformations of the integrand, recursively call the executive

procedure "int." These are the common characteristics of the integration

routines.

5»4a "facconst"

"Facconst" takes integrals of the form

aj*f(x) dx
and transforms them to

This is easy because the integrand classification function which suggests

this method at the same time supplies the constant to be factored as a

parameter.

5.4b "diffdiv"
b

This function takes integrals of the form

ff(g(x)) g'(x) dx
and transforms them to

f(u) du | u = g(x)
The g(x) in the formulae above is supplied to the routine as a parameter.

The substitution is carried out in the manner described in section 5*1>

viz. the integrand is divided by g'(x) and g(x) actually becomes the new

variable of integration.

Care must be taken in change- of-variable integration in some integrands

containing trigonometric expressions and some other types of integrands as
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well. If the problem set to IDEA is

2
sec x dx

2
3ec x - 3 tan x + 1

2
then the change of variable z = tan x, dz = sec x dx is warranted.

Making these changes produces the new integral

dz

- 3z + 2
tan x

which can be integrated using the complete-the-square method (cf. sec.

5.4e) but only after the trigonometric identity.

2 2
sec x = tan x + 1

2
has been applied. Otherwise the sec x in the denominator may be considered

constant with respect to the new variable of integration, tan x, when in

fact it is not. IDEA takes care of this anomaly be calling the trigonom¬

etric identity routine "convert."

5.4c "intparts"

"Intparts" is IDEA'S integration-by-parts routine. The two most press¬

ing obstacles in writing a workable routine are (1) partitioning the integrand

and (2) once a partition has been made, deciding whether the new integral

is any easier than was the original. The former problem is handled by the

associated procedure "partitions." "Partitions" is a heuristic routine

which returns a list of zero or more possible partitions. These are tried

out in the order generated by the routine "try." "Try" calls a procedure

"samefortn" which decides whether or not a given partition is useful. These

routines are now described in detail.

The procedure "partitions" heuristically forms a list of ordered pairs

of partitions. Each ordered pair is, respectively, the u and dv in the

familiar integration-by-parts formula
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^ u dv = uv - du
If the original integrand is a monadic function, then u = integrand, and

dv = 1 is returned as the only partition advised as, since the integrand

could not he integrated as it stood, then the only other thing to try is

differentiation to see if that yields a better form. If the integrand is

a multiplication, several possibilities arise. For the purposes of this

routine only, the parse tree is canonically ordered a bit so that monadic

functions appear as far to the left as possible. (Remember that constant

numbers which might otherwise be in this position have been factored out

by this time.) If both the left subtree and the right subtree are more

complicated than a simple atom (an atom is a variable name or a number),

then the two branches become the divisions themselves. This might seem

simplistic, but experience shows that this method.is, for some reason,

effective if an integration containing so many substructures can be

integrated at all.

Examples

(ab) (cd) dx

yields divisions

u = ab and u = cd
dv = cd dx dv = ab dx

S / . \ 1000 -jx(x + 1) dx

yields divisions
/ „n1000

u = X <nnn , U = (x + 1)
, / ...1000, and , ,

dv = (x + 1) dx dv = x dx

The function _1_n and the inverse trigonometric functions differentiate

to purely algebraic functions, and for this reason choosing bits of the

integrand to be "u" is generally good policy.
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Bxample

jx In i dx
u = In x dv = x dx

2
v = x

2

^x In x dx

If the left branch is a trigonometric function, then in general it will

be easy to integrate by itself and this becomes a good choice for dv.

Example

This example serves to clarify the division used in creating the partition.

Without the division, the dv part would be difficult to integrate to v.

The same sort of partitioning occurs if the left branch is the expn function.

If both branches are exponentiations, the above rules of thumb still apply,

but the various cases are nested a level deeper and hence are a bit more

difficult to search. If only one of the branches is an exponentiation,

then differentiating it will hopefully give an expression which is simpler

since the exponent would be reduced. Integrands which are divisions can

be quite difficult to partition, and there are only a few rules worth implem¬

enting. If the denominator is an exponentiation, then the derivative of it

is divided into the numerator and chosen as "u" while whatever is leftover

becomes "dv." This reduces the exponent in the denominator. The numerator

is chosen as "u" only if both it and the denominator are exponentiations.

This is simplistic, but handles a wide variety of cases while avoiding many

blind alleys. Finally, if the integrand is an exponentiation, then choosing

the whole integrand as "u" seems a good choice as the differentiation to du

x^ sin(x^) dx
2 2

use u = x and dv = 2x sin (x ) dx
2
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vdll yield an expression with a lower exponent. Another good partition

which works especially well for cases with integer exponents is dividing

the function as in the following illustration:

J(f(x))n dx
u = f(x) dv = (f(x))n~1 dx

This often times creates a situation where change-of-variable substitution

is appropriate as in the example

P, 2 , x1000 ,J (x + 1) dx
Otherwise the routine may create a recurrence relation which recursively

goes through the same process until the exponent is zero at which time a

different method will be tried which will lead to the answer or to failure.

"Samefonn" checks to see if the integral

Jv du
is any easier than

^u dv

The rules-of-thumb used to decide this are simplistic, but effective in

many cases. Parts chosen as u must not differentiate to a monadic function

if u is already a monadic functiono If dv is a monadic function, then if

v is not, the partition is deemed appropriate. If v is monadic, then the

partition is deemed appropriate only if u is a simple polynomial in the

variable of integration (which, it is hoped, could be simplified bydiffer-

entiation to du and combined neatly with v). If both u and v are exponen¬

tiations, the worst case is that recursion occurs until one of the exponents

is zero, and this is allowedo

The reader might have noticed that the "sameform" routine does not

allow procedure for cases like these famous examples:
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^ e3^ sin(bx) dx

J1 eax cos(bx) dx
3/X ay

In the first example, let u = e and dv = sin bx. Then du = ae dx
-|

and v = - — cos(bx) so

VeaX sin(hx) dx = -eaX cos(hx) + a feaX cos(hx) dx
h b u

The integral on the right does not look much better than the one on the

left, so one might be inclined to give up. However, if integration-by-

parts is done again

u = eaX dv = cos(bx) dx

du = ae3,2" dx v = ^ sin(bx)

a J^eaX cos(hx) dx = a j^eax sin(bx) - a J* e^ sin (bx) dx J
= a(eax sin(bx)) - a

b2 b2 0

eaX sin(bx) dx

Combining this last equation with the one above and equating sides (assum¬

ing evaluation between limits)

J'eaX sin(bx) dx = aeaX sin(bx) - beaX cos(bx)
v2 2b + a

A similar formula is yielded in a similar way for the other problem sugges¬

ted. These two famous cases are detected by the executive "intparts" routine

and are just answered as if they were in the tables. This method of solution

is suggested as an improvement to IDEA in chapter VI.

5.4d "arcsub"

"Arcsub" is IDEA'S way of dealing with functions which are rational in

sin or cos. The substitution u = 2 arctan z will replace any rational funct¬

ion of sin u and cos u by a rational function of z since
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2z 1 - z? 2 dz
sm u = r cos u = du =

2 2 2
1 + z 1 + z 1 + z

The substitution z = tan g-u returns to the original variable of integr¬

ation. Some texts call this "substitution of tangents of half-angles."

5»5e "compsquare"

"Compsquare is IDEA'S complete-the-square method in integrations of

the form

"

doc

2
j .

ax + bx + c
V

2
The ax x bx + c is converted to an equivalent form which looks like

2
(x — m) + n where m and n depend on a, b, and c. This new form is

substituted for the original and the routine also carries out the change-

of-variable substitution.

y = x-m dy - dx

Generally, this new integrand will be found in the section of the integral

tables containing

dx P dx I 1 dx

2 2 \ 2 2 \ 2 2
x+a , x - a i I a - x

5.4f "expansion"

If a polynomial is raised to an integrial power, then expanding that

expression out to all its terms and then integrating termwise may be the

best method of integration. "Epansion" does just this with the aid of

"expand," which applies to binomial expansion theorem:

(a + b)n = n n-1 , /n\ .nN ' \0^a +^1ja b + ... + (n;b

O-.
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where

(*\ . —ill^k' kl (n-k)l

If the polynomial has more terms than just two, then they all will he

nested in the left and right branches of the main tree, and thus if the

integration cannot be done after the first expansion, the routine may

later on call "expansion" again on the exponentiations that are left.

Obviously, this does not happen unless absolutely necessary.

5.4g "separate"

If a sum is the numerator of an integrand which is a division, then

separating the terms as

a1 + a2 + '.* + an = fl + + ... +fn
b b b b

may produce a number of simple integrations which can be done separately

and later added together. "Separate" accomplishes this.

5o4h "multexpand"

If the integration is of the form

a(b. +b„+ ... +b )mdxv 1 2 n'

then expanding the polynomial over m and multiplication of each resulting

term by "a" may result in several easy-to-integrate subexpressions which

may be added together to form the full anti-derivative. "LIultexpand" does

thiso

5»4i "nest"

"Nest" is IDSA's way of dealing with integrands which contain

f(xn)
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where n may be whole or fractional, but not one, which is trivial. Such

forms are detected for the heuristic routines by "specialform2," which

returns the expression for which the substitution is to be made. A

private variable "x-*" is used by this routine for ease of implementation.

It avoids clobbering the user's variable of integration if it happens to

be the same as the variable used for the substitution. The item for which

the substitution is made should be the variable of integration itself.
1 /n

If the exponent n is a whole number, then the substitution "x-»" = x '

is made to give f(nxi"). The rest of the expression is divided by the

derivative of "x-i" which is obtained by explicit differentiation.

Example

J x^ sin (x2) dx = J -gy sin y dy | y = x2
For fractional n, i.e. for roots, the procedure is similar.

Example

J* cos(x^) dx = J^2y cos y dy | y2 = x

The variable y is used in place of the private variable used in the routine

in the above examples to improve readability. The fractional root case

changes variables of integration by implicitly calculating dy, and then

substituting y^/n^ = x so that the transformation remains smooth.

5»4j "radsub"

"Radsub" is IDEA'S procedure for dealing with integrals which contain
*11n

the form (ax + b) ' • Such integrands are detected by the subroutine

"specialfoim3" which also returns the n, a, and b in the expression above.

As with the nest, a private variable "x " is utilised for ea.se of implemen¬

tation. Once a substitution for the radical has been made, viz. (au + b) -

"x-i"n, other occurences of the variable of integration in the integrand are
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substituted by

nXiii1/n

Example

var =
a

dx Let 1 —x = "x-i"2
i

x( 1- x)2 X = 1 - "x-i"
2

dx - —2 ("x-»") d"x-»"

giving

u

n-2 d"x-i"

1 - "x-i"2

5° 4k "trigsub"

i , . , , 2 ,2 2 \-g- / 2 ,2 2\"g" 2Integrands which contain (a — b u ) , (a + b u ) , or (b u — a ; ,

or integer powers of these may be transformed into a trigonometric integral

by one of the following transformations:

For use to obtain

/ 2 ,2 2 v2" a f, .2 yg"(a - b u ; u = h sin Z a^ ~ sin z' = a cos z
/ 2 ,22 \"g" a , t j, , 2 \ g-(a + b u ; u = h Z a' + Z) a sec z
/, 2 2 2 yg" a / 2 . Y2" ,(b u - a ; u = h Sec Z a(sec z - 1)" = a tan z

The integration then yields an answer in z. The routine "resub" substit¬

utes the original variable back by means of drawing a right triangle from

the substitution and then using ratios of the sides to make each of the

six trigonometric functions in the usual way. The routine "constants"

aids simplification by grouping the constant factors produced in the

integration outside the integral. Integrands which contain expressions

like (au + bu + c)2 may also be integrated in thisway provided that the

square is completed first. For this purpose, "comsq" is available to this
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integrable form, although if the function involved is sec or csc then no

further attempt is made on the integration since all the possibilities

for these are tried in other routines. Im is less than zero, then a

trigonometric identity is applied to make m larger than zero. This is

easy since the reciprocals of trigonometric functions are also trigonom¬

etric functions. Finally, if m is larger than 2, one of the following

reduction formulae is used:

0 ■ m AJ sin x dx

p n iJ cos x dx

jtanmx dx

0 m

J cot x dx

0 m ,

J sec x die

0 m ,

J csc x dx

It is noticed that all these reduction formulae involve a recursive

m_2
integration on trig x so the exponent may be reduced by two and the

expression given back to the integrator without even knowing exactly

what "trig" isI Recursion ends when the exponent gets down to either

two or one.

"Trigdiv" handles trigonometric integrands which are divisions.

. m-1 . 0 . m-2 ,

-sxn x cos x + m-1 >)s:Ln x dx
m m

m-1 . . 0 m-2 ,

cos x sxn x + m-1 j cos x dx
m m

tanm ^ x - J\;anm ^x dx
m-1

,m-1 f ,m-2 ,-cot x - J cot x dx
m-1

m-2 , „ P m-2 ,sec x tan x + m+2 J sec x dx
m-1 m+1

m-2 , o P n~2 ,
-csc x cot x + m-2 Jcsc x dx

m-1 m-1



If the numerator is an atom and the denominator consists of the trigonom¬

etric function on its own, a reciprocal identity is applied to trig to

bring it into the numerator.

Example

Failing this, "pattern" (described below) is called to see if the integrand

is some familiar pattern which can be integrated. As a last resort, the

trigonometric identity function "convert" is called to put all the trigon¬

ometric expressions in the integrand to sin or cos in which case a method

like "arcsub" (see section 5»5d) might help.

"Trigmult" is the routine which handles trigonometric integrands

which are multiplications. It looks for a familiar pattern by calling

"pattern" (described below). If not all the components of the integrand

are trigonometric, integration by parts is tried. As with "intdiv," the

routine converts all the trigonometric functions to sin or cos using

"convert" as a last effort to integrate.

The workhorse of both "trigdiv" and "trignult" is "pattern." The

trigonometric integrals which come up the most can be classified into a

few catagories. Divisions can look like multiplications by changing them

to the numerator times the denominator to a negative power.

Example ,

"Pattern" returns as its value either a procedure designed to handle the

case it has found or zero in the case of failure. The reductions used
I
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-strive for a form which, change-of-variable integration may apply, or

alternatively strives for a foim which may be expanded by the binomial

expansion theorem giving a sum of powers of unique trigonometric

functions each of which could be handled by "intexp." If the change-

of-variable option is selected, then the change of variable is effected

within the particular routine. These comments are summarised in Table

V-1.



Table V-1

Common trigonometric integrals with their solutions

Patt ern Reduction Used
IDEA.

Subroutine

^sin ax sin bx dx = Vg- cos(a-b) cos(a+b) dx

£sin ax cos bx dx = J-g- sin(a-b) sin(a+b) dx

P. . m n

^sxn x cos x dx

m-1

jjsin x (1-cos2x) 2 cosnx dx, m odd
f /. . 2 \(n-l)/2 . m ,J cos x (1-sxn x)^ " sin x dx, n odd

else
p . m ,. .2 xn/2 ,

J sxn x (1-sxn x) ' dx

(\m n , Tj.ni/. 2^ \(n-2)/2 2 ,

jtan x sec x dx = J tan x(tan x+1)^ " sec x dx, n even

m-1

Jsec x tan x (sec2x-1) 2 secnx dx
m odd and n odd

else

Y 2 . \m/2
sec x—1) '

n j
sec x dx

^cotmx cscnx dx = ^>cotinx(cot2x+1 )^n <L"^2 csc2x dx, n even

m-1

J esc x cot x (csc2x-1) 2 secnx dx
m odd and n odd

else

P/ 2 .\m/2 n ,J(csc x—1) ' csc x dx

sxnsxn

sxncos

redsin

redtan

redcot
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The reader may also notice that the reduction routines mentioned

in table V-1 try to integrate some integrals which have fractional or

negative exponents on one of the trigonometric functions involved.

Examples

where r and s are polynomials in x and the degree of r is greater than or

equal to the degree of s. The degree of the numerator r along with the

coefficients of its terms are passed to the division routine along with

the same information on the denominator s. The division routine follows

leading coefficients of numerator and denominator is produced, multiplied

through the denominator and subtracted from the numerator to produce a

remainder. This remainder is recursively supplied to the routine as the

new numerator while the quotient of leading coefficients becomes the

leading coefficient of the division. This procedure eventually produces

where p is a polynomial and integrated termwise by the subprocedure

"teimwise," and r# and s* are polynomials with the degree of r* is less

than the degree of s* and can hopefully be integrated by the other methods

at the disposal of IDEA.

5.4m "polydiv"

14-
the long division routine described by Knuth. (vol. 2). A quotient of
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This ends the description of the integration routines of IDEA.

It is felt that the methods used here are easy to implement, easy to

understand, work well together, and run efficiently. Improvements could

certainly be made} these are partly the substance of the next chapter.



CHAPTER VI

C0ML1ENTS, CONCLUSIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER Y/ORK

6.1 Performance of the integrator

On the whole, the performance of the integrator is pleasing.

Firstly, the whole program requires only 1600 cards of SASL source code.

This is a considerable saving over the 70 pages of LISP code used in

Moses' program at only a slight reduction in power. Furthermore, it is

viewed here that SASL is a much more readable language than LISP.

The performance of the integrator is also good as far as ease of use

is concerned. The amount of effort required from a user to perform a

differentiation or integration is minimal. It is disappointing that the

integrator could not be implemented on the timesharing facilities available

to the author due to memory limitations; this would further convenience the

use of the package. The differentiation package alone has been put onto

the timesharing facilities of St. Andrews University to the great satis¬

faction of many users.

The speed at which answers are derived is also satisfactory. The

complete integration package takes almost three minutes just to be put

into "S-code" (intermediate code for interpretation by the SASL virtual

machine). It would be a saving if SASL were constructed such that "s-code™

could be stored without having to reconstruct it for each run. The same

could be said for the timesharing differentation package which now takes

about 30 seconds to compile. Further speed-ups would be realised if SASL

were compiled direct to machine code. If more memory were available,

time would be saved because fewer "garbage collections" would be necessary.

As it stands^ most differentiations can be completed inside of one minute

(not including compilation) and most integrations can be completed inside

of five minutes (also not including compilation).
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The most disappointing aspect of this research from the author's

point of view is the coding. The project began at a time when the author

had little programming experience, and some routines are thus coded perhaps

clumsily. The author has unfortunately had little time to rethink these

routines. When using a language which encourages abstraction, programs

are generally better when abstracted to the fullest.

Another disappointment arises from the author's frustration in solving

certain systems problems (notably the implementation of SA3L into a large

memory) which deprived him the chance to test the program fully. While the

program works well at this writing, future users may uncover as yet unforseen

difficulties. This is unfortunate, but time does not allow further research.

The output of the program would be more meaningful if intermediate

results berween initial problems and final answer were printed rather than

just the final answer. This would give the output an appearance like that

of a human solver as well as making the program valuable as a tutor. This

was not done as 3ASL has no imperative "write" statement and working around

this would be tedious as well as detracting from the problem at hand. This

"write" statement could be added to the SASL language without great effort

and it is suggested that research into this be carried out.

6.2 The organisation of IDEA

IDEA exhibits some programming techniques which bear emphasis because

they realise a more concise, more readable program than the techniques used

by a vast number of computer scientists today. Most tasks in IDEA are

performed by a function, one or more functions to each task ( as opposed to

one or more tasks to each function). This approach is forced by the very

use of SA3L as a programming language because SASL programming is very



function intensive, i.e. SASL is created in such a way that it becomes

necessary for the programmer to break his tasks down into functions which

are evaluated by the main program call. This is not to say that this

approach is not available in other programming languages; it is available

in many other languages. People who do use this approach tend to be more

often labelled "good programmers" whereas people who do not, while not being

necessarily "bad programmers," nevertheless find many times that their

programs lack clarity. The simplification routine in IDEA could be improved

by breaking it down into more functions, say one function for simplifying

additions, one for multiplications, and one function for every other kind

of top operator on the polish tree representation. This would bring the

organisation of the subroutine simplify more closely into line with that

of "int" or "intrig" which are perhaps more readable routines. The read¬

ability which programs written in SASL seem so often to enjoy is also

enhanced by the lack ofimperatives and assignments in the language.

The list of integration methods (functions) which are sent to "apply"

by the routine "int" are sent in order of likehood of working. This order

is not deduced by implementation of some great mathematical proof, it is

done solely by experience. SAINT generated all the possible successors of

a given integrand form first and then evaluated them as to which successor

was best to continue. SIN uses tighter constraints on generation of

successors and IDEA uses a very like amount of strictness. The main

difference between SAINT heuristics and IDEA and SIN heuristics is that in

SAINT an integrand's successors are rated heuristically for integrability

while in IDEA and SIN the integrand itself is costed. IDEA especially

makes great use of rules-of-thumb for deciding which method would be best

by careful scrutiny of the substructures comprising the integrand.



Generally, an integrand contains at most two or three significant substr¬

uctures (i. e. clue-giving substructures) and thus would generate only two

or three methods, each of which would have a good probability of working.

Since each method of integration reduces a significant substructure to a

simpler one (with the goal in mind of creating an integrand which might

be a key to the integral tables) then successor forms will generate fewer

methods than their ancestors. There comes a time then when zero methods

are generated for a given successor, in which case failure occurs, or an

answer is found. IDEA, has never been found to be infinitely recursive in

its search for a solution.

The use of anonymous functions in the "diff" and "output" routines

are perhaps not direct in that the anonymous function must be evaluated

before an answer can be arrived at whereas it might be more direct to

return the expression within the "diffop" routine itself. In "diff" the

routine looks like

let diff s var

be . . .

diffop (hd s) var (tl s)
and diffop s var
be ...

s lambda (left, right,)
• • •

s = 'sin" lambda (operandj)
• • •

Diffop returns a function which must operate on the tail of the expression

supplied to "diff." Suppose the routine were instead coded

let diff s var

be •

diffop s var
and diffop (head, tail) var
be •
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head = $ * -»let (left,right, ) = tail
in

• • ♦

head = 1sin"-»let (operand,) = tail
in ...

In this case the answer to the differentiation would he returned directly

from "diffop." A great deal of efficiency does not seem to he lost hy

the former method over the latter, hut the former's coding seems a hit

more elegant than the latter. In weighing this tradeoff, the former was

chosen.

6.3 Improvements to IDEA

Hindsight is 20-20. It is recognised that some important aspects of

the integration problem are neglected in IDEA. These omissions are discu¬

ssed in this section. Suggestions for the implementation of these other

integration sub-problems are also presented.

6.3a Definite integration

Most definite integrals can he computed trivially hy evaluating the

indefinite integral at the limits of integration. IDEA does not do this

for two reasons. The first reason is that the language, SASL, has

no real numbers which are necessary for a really complete implementation.

This problem could he alleviated hy using another meta-language, hut this

seems rash in view of the neat implementation of the indefinite integration

SASL enables. Another way of alleviating this problem would he to represent

all numbers as rational, hut this would require the construction of special

handling routines for these rationals and thus further tax the already

strained computer system.

The second reason for not implementing definite integration in IDEA

is that sub-programs for the c omputation of such important functions for

calculating the trigonometric functions, the inverse trigonometric functions,



and the logarithmic functions are absent from the IDEA system. This is

complicated by the fact that the implementation of such routines would have

to be done in the absence of real numbers.

Forms involving complex or infinite limits of integration pose more

serious problems of evaluation than those described above. In chapter I

it was surveyed how Moses implemented many of these difficult forms at the

cost of much computation.

6.3b Multiple integration

Multiple integration is often times a trivial extension of single

integration. Thus, it could be implemented using a loop of integration '

on a function and a list of variables of integration one of which would

be used each time through the loop. However, multiple integration seems

lackluster when there is no definite integration routine to transform the

integral each time through the loop. Also, such a routine.would again

heavily tax the resources of the computer at the gain of little facility.

6.3c Integration by transpositions

The integrator could handle more types of integrands if there were

an integration-by-transpositions method. This method would be part of the

integration by parts routine and would handle forms similar to

The process is described in section 5»4c« Timewise, an integration-by-

transpositions routine might be expensive as the left and right sides of

an integration-by-parts equation would have to be constantly surveyed for

items which could be transposed. Furthermore, the decisions as to whether

or not progress is being made at each step of the integration-by-parts

process would be difficult and expensive to make.
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6.3cL Expressions containing "e"

Expressions containing "e", the natural base, and powers of e pose

some of the most difficult problems of integration. Reduction formulae

operating on the exponent of e are frustratingly difficult to work out,

as all students of the classic

2
e dx

are likely to know. It becomes difficult to recognise e if it is not

treated as a function (e.g. eX = expn(x)) as is done in IDEA. Treating it

as an exponent has some advantages. The irrational e is a constant and as

such can be treated like any other case of a where a is constant. Thus

rational expressions in e could be handled as in the following examples

eX dx
_ 0 dy

2 + 3e2x J 2 + 3y2
x

y = e

A clever detection package becomes necessary to make this sort of substit¬

ution a.nd a good rational package (discussed further in section 6.3g) is

necessary to complete the above integration. Some of the stickier integr¬

ations involving e may be obtained by the theoretical Risch decision
26

procedure. This requires much in the way of both computer coding and

computer resources and is beyond the simple integration package IDEA is

intended to be.

6.3e Hyperbolic functions

Integrands containing hyperbolic functions could be handled in much

the same way as trigonometric functions since the identities for hyperbolics

are so similar to their trigonometric analogs. A further imprqvement would

be a routine to convert the hyperbolics to their exponential equivalent and

then using the sort of package glossed over in section 6.3d. It is not
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implemented into IDEA due to size and time restrictions.

6.3D Algebraic transformations

IDEA could handle a wider variety of integrands if it went through a

good course in algebra. Among the sorts of things it could handle after

such a course would be forms like

and simplification and other integrations could be appliedo

A very good algebraic package would handle relationships between a

first degree polynomial appearing in the numerator and a second degree

polynomial in the denominator. The following examples illustrate:

Examples

r\
x dx

Multiplying both top and bottom of this by

gives



~\J ~3L~ + 2x ~ 3

x + 2 dx

the square completed

Both these integrations were done mostly with the aid of algebraic manip¬

ulation. Just as it is useful for the human student of calculus to know

algebra before embarking on the calculus course, so too should the symbolic

integrator have a good knowledge of algebra.

The expense of writing a good system is more than trivial for all the

possibilities to be taken into account. It should be organised in such a

way that the algebra subroutine can scan an inputted expression and make

a decision as to whether or not it should operate on the expression.

Such a decision would best be made by considering the substructures present

in the inputted expression. If the expression contained trigonometric or

other functions, an algebraic routine would be less likely to help matters

than if the expression consisted only of polynomials (or the roots and powers

of polynomials) joined by addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division.

Just as IDEA, has a routine for handling specifically trigonometric functions,

so too should it have one for specifically algebraic problems.

6.3g Rational functions

There is one type of algebraic manipulation that enables such a large

increase of power in an integrator that it deserves special mention. IDEA

would handle a far greater domain of problems if a good rational function
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routine were implemented, which handled problems of the form

r(x) dot (i-i)

where r and s are both polynomials.

IDEA does at present take the first step in handling this sort of

problem in that if the degree of r is greater than or equal to the degree

of s, then long division is carried out to obtain

where p is a polynomial (and trivial to integrate) and r* and s* are

polynomials such that the degree of r* is less than the degree of s*.

If IDEA cannot do the integration

then it reports failure for the whole integration.

One sort of rational function is fairly easy to integrate of relations

are noticed between the exponents. This form is best presented by example:

The relation is worked out between the exponents of the original problem,

the exponents of the expression to be substituted for, and the exponents

of the derivative of the expression to be substituted for, A substitution

is made if the latter two expressions can be multiplied together to form

the foimer expression. Greatest common divisor calculations are one aid to

this division.

zkl
s(x)

, \ r*(x)p(x) + ^-L
s*(x)

(i-2)

(i-3)
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Possibly the most difficult integration problems there are contain

polynomial fractions which do not fall into any of the catagories discussed

to this point. A thorough study of the algorithms for handling such forms

is made by Horowitz, who also explores the computing times involved in
12

churning through such algorithms. The algorithms take integrals of the

form

PA(X) (i_5)J B(x)

v/here A and B are polynomials and the degree of B is greater than the

degree of A. The algorithms find the unique factorisation of the polynomial

fraction such that

A(-x) AlW An (x)A!1*1 , _!_ + 2 + . . . + _E_ (i-6)
B(x) B1(x) B2(x) Bn(x)

Each A^(x) has a degree less than that of denominator and each Ih (x)
has a degree less than or equal to two. SIN utilises the classic method

of discovering this factorisation, Heimite's method, which is implemented
15

by Manove, et al. Hermite's method finds these partial sums by multiplying

both sides of equation i-6 by B(x) and equating coefficients or by doing

greatest common divisor calculations on A and its first derivative. Equation

i-6 may be broken down farther into

k Ai>
i-i ZJ=I (x)

dx (i-7)

The A. . can be deduced by equating coefficients in a rather massive matrix1 > 0

scheme of simultaneous equations. Horowitz in his paper introduces a new

scheme of deducing this partial fraction decomposition which utilise special

mathematical properties during the matrix solution which keep down the sizes
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of the coefficients during the intermediate stages and shows this to have

an effect on the final computation time. The reader is referred to the

original article for details. The moral of all this discourse is that

rational function integration while a powerful tool, is an expensive

process which is "beyond the scope of this project. The methods discussed

by Horowitz could possibly be improved by better matrix handling schemes

or by other approaches to the problem, e.g. the Risch algorithm mentioned

in section 6.3d or doing an integration-by-parts on certain partial fraction

forms.

6.3h The heuristics

The heuristics used by the integrator both for deciding which node to

expand in a search for solution and within the integration-by-parts routine

are devised soley out of personal experience with little regard for proof

of their usefulness. The heuristic routines were devised always with the

goal in mind of characterising a given integrand to such an extent that a

wholly appropriate action might be selected as soon as possible. In situat¬

ions where two or three routines vie for "most useful," the routine which

is most straightforward in logic is applied first. These routines are ones

which rely heavily on straightforward algorithms and not so much on heuristics,

which generally take time.

It is perhaps possibly that a more efficient IDEA could be written by

making a careful cost analysis of all the given options within a particular

routine. Such a cost analysis might be based on such things as the number

of operators present in an expression's polish tree representation, the

types of operators present, size of exponent present, or countless others.

The tradeoff between an uncomplicated cost analysis and an efficient heuristic

must always be weighed. Just how this weighing might tahe place is greatly



dependent on the heuristic strategy chosen.

All of the experience used in writing the heuristic routines come

from rules which the programmer has learned. An interesting' project for

further research would then he to write a learning routine for the integr¬

ator which could modify its own behaviour on the basis of the experience

it has. This would be an awesome project which has never been done entirely

successfully. It would require that the coding for the program could be

dynamically changed. It would require a long term store to hold the exper¬

iences of each integration it tries. If it were implemented as a background

program to a time-sharing system, then it could ponder previous integrations

in between uses and while the time-sharing system is otherwise idle. The

time and resources for such an undertaking are not available to the author

at present, hence he made no attempt to implement any such program.

6.3i Improvements to the simplifier

The simplifier, though very adequate for the environment in which it

works, could be improved. Rules could be added for special simplifications

of specific functions, e.g.

arcsin(sin x) = x

Once such miles are addsd it is difficult to know where to stop, and the

resources available to the author did not allow for all such rules to be

implemented. The system would seem lacking if a function simplifier were

only partially implemented. Hence, it is entirely omitted.

Other improvements were not implemented because of time or space

limitations. A factorisation routine which brought common factors to the

outside of the expressions could help the cancellation of fractional expr-

ssions. A reorganisation of the routine into subroutine for each operator
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would make the routine more readable. Most simplification needs a reference

point. In differentiations with respect to x, a "y" in the expression

could be considered constant and thus grouped with other constants. A

reference parameter could therefore be added. Interpretation of the ref¬

erence parameter would depend on the application.

6.4 The legacy of IDEA

The major strategies and the implementation of IDEA, a symbolic integ¬

ration program, have now been described. Various problems in the project

have been met or, at least, discussed. The integration routine is seen

to be really an extraordinary simplification routine. The simplification

routine described in chapter IV took as its input an algebraic expression

in tree form. It looked for certain subtrees, e.g. addition to zero, and

changed the tree so that a concise and legible expression tree resulted

which retained algebraic equivalence to the inputted expression. The integ¬

ration routine described in chapter V took as its input an integrand repres¬

ented by a tree along with a variable of integration also represented in

tree form. This routine also looked for certain subtrees, using the variable

of integration as a reference, and sought to transform the integrand into

some equivalent form this time not for output, but rather which could be

found in the integral tables. The transformation could be made directly

on the integrand or implicitly by changing the variable of integration.

Transformations which removed a substructure work together to reduce the

integrand to nothing. Others were checked to make sure that progress towards

a solution was being made.

In both the simplification and the integration routines, the form in¬

putted by the user is preserved to as great an extent as possible through-



out the transformations. This ensures that the user receives as output a

form which he expects and which is meaningful to him. The assumption is

that users who use a symbolic integration program will give intelligent

input which contain only constructions which he really meant to have there

for some reason or another. By preserving these structures, rather than

changing them for computational convenience, it is envisaged that the

context and logic in the user's original expression will be preserved.

The recursive definition of a tree as linked trees make it very operable

by recursive techniques. This makes trees a very convenient vehicle for

representing expressions when the expressions are to be operated on using

SASL, a language which makes heavy use of recursion. The use of trees and

recursion help make IDEA a very readable symbolic manipulator.

By creating a simplifier based on logic and some good calculus primers,

an integrator is created which reads much as does most persons' recollections

of a calculus course rather than as very advanced mathematical fireworks.

While there are perhaps recently developed methods for general integration,

people like Moses and Horowitz show that these methods take up more time

and effort than they are worth for all but the most difficult integration

problems. For this reason, the more oldfashioned methods are perhaps pref¬

erred in cases where they are adequate both because they consume less res¬

ources than do the advanced methods and because they are more readable by

most persons. While not all the classic integration methods are supplied

in IDEA, a very adequate integrator is provided and it is hoped that the

previous section sheds some light on how other methods (and which other

methods) might be provided.

IDEA does solve a wide variety of problems. So long as the coding

remains intact, it does not forget how to do a given integration and thus
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remains a useful tool. Furthermore, hy creating a program which displays

artificial intelligence, insight is gained into human intelligence. IDEA,

is a record of the intelligent processes of integration and their organis¬

ation.
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PROGRAM LISTING
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.ANDOATHORTERNSIISETRIDOFPLUSORTIMESSIGHS. "BEHEWCP=UDTERMS _LSrGATHER(A,3,) _BEAPPEND(FIXA)(FT.XB)

_ANDFIXX _FjF _LTSTX-> _HDX=OP->GATHER.(_TLX); x,;

X

_IKGATHER(_TLTERMS)
ANDEQUALXYI|EQUALITYCONSIDERINGCOMMUTATIVEPROPERTY

"BEX=Y-> _TRUC; ATOMICX1ATOMTCY-> _FALSE; TL _?LX=()X _TL _TLY=()->EQUAL(_HDX)(_HDY)*. EQUAL(_HD _TLX)(_HD _TLY);
_HDX="*+!_HDX="s -> _LETTESTMEMXY _B£X=()->Y=(); Y=()-> _FALSE; _NLWA,T=MEMBER{_HDX)Y _IKA->TESTMEM(_TLX)T; _FALSF,

_IH_HDX=_HDY->TESTMEM(GATHERX)(GATHERY); _FALSE;
_FALSE

ANDMEMBERXL "BEL=()-> _FALGH,; EQUALX(IIDL)-> _TRUE,_TLL;||CROSSTHATMEMBEROFF _LETA,T=MSMBERX(_TLL)~ _TNA-">A,_HDL,T; nt«/j-

1

ANDSIMPLIFYS
"BES=()->();

ALGEBRAICSIMPLIFICATION
UUMn1

->S<0->'
_f̂/J

r

Ik



">21 ">22•ATOMIC#->S;m 22.3_NEWSIKPL=SIEPLIFY(I'DTLS)i!MOWLOOKTNCIFORM0NADftFUNCTION ">24_IN_IIDS=7_->51MPL=0->0; 225~AT3MICSJKPL->3; °26_!ID3IMI'L=->FTD _TLSTMPL; ->27*fi13T^PL* ""28_TL_TLS=()_HDS,SI.MPL,;IIMONADTCFUNCTIONFOUND 2.23NEWSIXPR=3IMPLIFY(_IID _TL_TL3) 230~TNI!DS='**"||STMPLIFY~EXPDNCNTIATIONS 231->srm»B=o->1;
">32SIXPL=1->1; 233STKPR=1->SIKPL; 23U_NUMBERSTMPL& _NUMBERSIMPR->POWERSIKPLSIMPS; 235ATOMIC31MPL->'**",SIMPL,SIKPR,; ">36IIDSIMPL='**"->SIMPLIFY(1««",_HD _TLSIKPL, 237{r*,_HD _TL _TLSIMPL, 233SIMPR,),); 233{IDSTXPL=K_ 24j->JJUXDESSIMPR "41->SIKPRMOD2=1->SIMPLIFYjT_,('«*",_IJD _TLSIMPL, 2(42~' SIMPR,),); 243SIMPLIFY('»»,,,_HD _ILSIMPL,SIMPR,); "U(4•**",STMPL,SIMPR,; ">45_.HDSIMPL=V|_HDSIM?L="* "46-> _NENR,Y,T,=SIMPL 247,_INSIMPLIFY(D,('«tt",Y,SIKPR,),('*»" ,T,SIMPS,),); 743_TIDSIMPL='3XPN"->'FXPN" ,SIMPLIFY(,SIMPS,_TLSTMPL),; 249's*",SIKPL,SIMPR,; 253_HD3=7-MSIMPLIFYSUBTRACTIONS 251-> _NUM13ERSIMPR 252-> _NUKBE2SIKPL->SIMPLTFY(STMPL-SIMPR); 253STMPR=3->SIKPL; ">54_LDSIMPL=r/->SIMPLIFY(COMDENOMS); "55SIKPL,SIMPR,; ">56_NUMBERSTMPL->STKPL=C->SIKPR,; 257_IIDSIMPF="/->SIMPLIFY(COMDENOMS); "53STMPL,STKPR,; "59EQUALSIMPLSIMPR->0; 260_HDSIKPR="/|_FIDSIMPL=V->SIMPLIFY(COMDENOMS); 261~HDSIKPR=5_ 262-> _HDSIMPL=M_->SIMPLIFY(~ -,_RD_ILSIMPR,_HD _TLSIKPL,); 263SIMPLIFY("*+,SIKPL,_HD_TLSIKPR,); ">64_RDSTMPP=?>»



"65

->EQUAL(FIDTLTLSIMPR)SIMPL
"66

->SIMPLIFY{7s,{1-,1,_HD _TLSIMPR,),SIMPL,);
767

HDSIMPL="*■*.

768

->EQUAL(HDTLTLSIMPR)(HDPLPLSIMPL)
"69

->SIMPLIFY("1*,(M-,_HD _TLSIMPL,_HD _TLSTMPR,),
?70

_HD _PL _PLSTMPL,)";

"71

M-,SIMPL,SIMPS,;

772

1-,SIMPL,SIMPR,;

773

HDSIMPLE*->EQUALSIMPR([I'DTLTLSIMPL)
774

->SIMPLIFY{,(?>-,_HD _TLSTKPL,1,),SIMPR,
"75

SIMPL,SIMPR,;

"76

ATOMICSIMPL

777

->HDSIMP3=""+

"78

—>MEW((STMPL,),SIMPR)=S0DTRACT(SIMPL,)(GATHERSIMP")
"79

INSIMPR=()->SIMPL;

"80

r-,STMPL,SIMPLIFY(ADDPOLYSIMPR),;
"81

SIMPL,SIMPR,;

702

ODSIMPL=T+

"83

->NEW(SIMPL,SIMPR)

"84

=ATOMICSIMPR~>SUBTRACT(GATHERSIMPL)(SIMPR,);
?85

HDST.MPP=''+->SUBTRACT(GATHERSIMPL)(GATHERSIMPR)
786

SUBTRACT(GATHERSIMPL)(SIMP",)
"87

INSIMPR=()->SIMPLIFY(ADDPOLYSIMPL);
788

SIMPLIFY(ADDPOLYSTMPL),SIMPLIFY{ADDPOLYSIMPR)
"89

HDSTMPR—.+

"90

->NEW(SIMPL,SIMPR)-SUBTRACT(5IKPL,)(GATHERSIMPR)
"91

INSIMPR={)->SIMPLIFY(ADDPOLYSIMPL);
792

SIMPLIFY(ADDPOLYSIMPL),SIMPLIFY(ADDPOLYSIMPR),;
793

7-,SIMPL,SIMPR,;

"94

_HDS=7/||SIMPLIFYDIVISIONS
795

->SIMP.7=1->SIMPL;
796

SIMPL=0->0;

"97

_NUMBE"SIMPL& _NUM3ERSIMPR
"98

->NEWA=GCDS-IKPLSTMPR
"99

INSTMPR/A=1->SIMPL/A;
700

V,SIMPL/A,SIKPR/A,;

"01

EQUALSIMPLSI.MPS->1;
702

ATOMICSIMPL->ATOMICSIMPR->"/,SIMPL,SIMPR,;
703

HDSTMPPsM->SIMPLIFY(I,(V,SIMPL,
704

HDTL

705

SIMPR,),);

"06

_HDSIMPR=***"

"07

->EQUALSTMPL(HDTLSTMPR)

"03

->SIMPLIFY(>**",SIMPL,



">03("-,1,_ud _tl _tlsikpr,),); ->10/stkpl,7tkpr>
Ir

*>11_f!d3tmpr=k*->cancelsimplstkpr; ">12iidsimpr=v ?13">simplify(v,(*«■ ,_tfd _tl _tlsimpr,simpl,),
->14_nd_rlsip:pr,}; ■>15v,sipl,sihpa,; ">16_hd51kpl=e_->simplify("_,("v,jid _i'lst.kpl,simps,),); ">17_hdsimpl='*#'•->equalsimps(_hd _tlsikpl) 118->simplify{'*»",simpr, 119(v-,_kd _tl _tlsihpl,1, 120),); ">21atonicst.mpr->"/,simpl,sikpr,; 122_udstmpr='«*" "?23->equal{iid _tlstspl)(j1d _tlsimps) 124->***",hd _plsikpl, 225simplify{t-,_iid _tl _tlsikpl, 26_ud _tl _tlsikpr,),;

127i/,simpl,simps,; ->23r./,simpl,simps,; 229_hdsikpl=5/->stkplify(v,jid _plsikpl, 130(5*,_ud _tl _tlsimpl,simpr,); 231- _hdsikpl=s*->atomicsikpr~->cancelsimplsimpr; ->32_kdsikpr="/ 233->simplify(v,("*,_hd _tl_tl'simpr,simpl,), 134[id _!lsimpr,); ">35cancelstmplstupe; 736atomicsikpr->"'//simpl,simpr,; 237_hdsimpr='**"->equal(_e1d _tlstkpp)stmpl 733->simplify(•**",simpl, 339c-#1/_ud _tl _tlsikpr,),); 740y>/,simpl,simps,; ->41iidsimpr=k_->simplify("_,(v,simpl,_fid _tlsimpr,),); ">42_hdsimpr=r/->simplify(v,r*,__hd _tl _tlsimpr,simpl,), ">43_lid _tlsimpr,); 744_[idsimp3=m*|jid51mpl=r#->cancelsimplsimpr; 745"/,simpl,simps,; 746eds="5*||simplifymultiplications 747-> _nukbersimps-> _numbersimpl->simpl*simps; 743simpr=0->j; ->43simpr=1->stmpl; 750collect("#,simpr,simpl,); 151jiumb28simpl->sikpl=c->0; 752simpl=1->simps;



753COLLECT("»,SIKPL,SIMPR,);754EQUALSIMPLSIKPR-7SIMPLIFY('**",SIMPL,2,);755 _HDSTMPL=3_'56-> _l!DSIKPR=*' _->SIMPLIFYJlDPLSIMPL,°57 _HD _TLSIMPR,);758SIMPLIFY(r_,_TLSTMPL,SIMPS,),);753 _HDSIMPR=3 _->SIMPLIFY(?_,(?»,SIMPL,750 _[ID _TLSIMPR,),);751 _HDSIMPL="/"*52-> _HDSTM?S=r/763->SIMPLIFY(V,(1*,_HD _TLSIMPL,_IiD _TLSIMPR,),
754("*»,JIDTL _TLSIMPL,_F!D _TL _TLSIMPR,^65),);"*66SIMPLIFY("/,("r*#_KD _TLSIMPL,SIMPR,),767 _HD _TL _ILSIMPL,);">68 _UDSIMPR=7/769->SIMPLIFY(V,("*,_HD _TLSIMPR,SIMPL,),770 _KD _IL _TLSIMPR,);771 _rIDSIMPR='«•*"1 772->EQUALSIMPL(_HD _TLSTMPR)773->SIMPLIFY(•**",SIMPL,{7+,_HD _TL _TLSIMPR,1,),);774 _HDSIMPL='**" 775->EQUAL(_HD _TLSIMPL)(_HD _TLSIMPR)775->SIMPLIFY('*»»• ,EID _TLSIMPL,777(I+,_!ID _TLPLSIMPL,778JiDTLTLSIMPR,),);779"*,SIMPL,SIMPR,;7807*,SIMPL,SIMPR,;°01HDSIMPL='**"->SIMPLIFY(7»/SIMPE,SIMPL,);782COLLECT(%,SIMPL,STMPR,);783 _HDS="*+}|SIMPLIFYADDITIONS784-> _NUMDSRSIMPR-> _NUMBERSIMPL->SIKPL+SIMPR;735STMPR=0->SIMPL;7R5COLLECT("<• ,SIMPR,SIMPL,);787 _NUMBERSIMPL->SIM?L=0->SIMPR;788COLLECT("+,SIMPL,SIMPR,);389EQUALSIMPLSIMPR->COLLECT(!M*,2,STKPL,);

.790 _HDSIMPR=R/I _HDSIMPL=V791->EQUAL(_HD _TL _PLSIMPL)(_IID _PL _TLSIMPR)792->STMPLIFY(3/,("+,_HDTLSIMPL,_I!D _TLSIMPR,),793 _:ID _TL~_TLSIMPL,);794SIMPLIFY(CDMDENOK(R+,SIMPL,SIMPR,));795 _UDSIMPR=I/IIIDSIMPL=M/->SIMPLIFY(COMDENOM
"5QCI t*f' •<"•Twnr



VJ7 ~*98 R99
'i0C "01 "02 "03

'404 "05
"05 "07 "03 "09 "10 "11 "12 "13 "1'4 "15 "15 "17 "18 "19 "20 "21

f[o•> "23 "2" "25 "26 "27 "23 "29 "30 "31 "32 "33 "3" "35 "35 "37 "38 "39 "40

,STMPR,));

_HDSTMf?P=T_. ->IIDSIMPL=5->«,COLLECT("*+,HD _TLSIMPL,
_IiD_TLSTMPR,),;

EQUAL5IKPL(_IID _TLSIMPR)->0; SIMPLIFY{r-,5IMPL,_HD _TLSIMPP,);
_HDSIMPL="_ ->EQUALSIMPS(IID _TLSIMPL)->0; SIMPLIFY{?-,STBPP,_IID_TLSIMPL,}; COLLECT(7+,SIMPL,SIMPR,)-;

ANDCOLLECT(OP,STKPL,SIMPS,)||COMBINATIONRULESFORADDSANDMOLTS BEOP="+|1COMBINEADDITIONS -> _HDSIMPR=7+ ->_NUMBER _HD _TLSIMPR ->_NUMBERSIMPL->COLLECT(1+/SIMPL+ _IiD_TLSIMPR, _HD _TL_TLSTMPR,);
HDSIEPL="■+

-> _NUMBSR _LTD _TL5TMPL ->COLLECT("+,_HD _TLSIMPL+UD _TLSIMPR, (7+,IID _TL _TLSIMPL,_HD _TL_TLSIMPR,),);
",+,_UD _TLSIMPR,,SIMPL,_HD_TL_TLSIMPR,),;

T,+,SIMPL,SIMPR,;
"■+,SIMPL,SIMPR,;

_HDSTMPP=7/->SIMPLIFY(COKDENOM(OP,SIMPL,SIMPR,)}; EQUAL(SIMPLIFY(r_,SIMPL,))SIMPR->0; _NUKBERSIMPL->OP,SIMPL,SIMP",; _KDSIMPL=V->SIMPLIFY(COMDENOM(OP,SIKPL,SIMPR,)); _[IDSIMPR="* ->EQUALSIMPL(IID _TL _TLSIMPR) ->' SIMPLIFY(E*,("+,_"D _TLSIMPR,1,),STMPL,); ATOMICSIMPL->SIMPL,SIMPR,; _MDSIMPL=7* ->EQUAL(_EiD _TL_TLSIMPL)(_HD _TL_TLSIMPR) ->SIMPLTFY("*,("*+,_[!D _TLSIMPL,_HD _TLSIMPR,), _I!D_TL_TLSIMPL,);
T+,SIMPL,SIEPR,; M+,SIMPL,SIMPR,; cTM?rcTitinp

iT̂LiiJ.LîJ1Ui-'gt
OP=Y* -> _HDSIMPR=T_->SIMPLIFY[%_,(OP,SIMPL,_HD _TLSIMPR,),); HD3IMPR=E+



"41-> _numbersimpl->op,simpl,stmpr,;'!u2 _t:dsimpl=e+ "43->SIMPLIFY(*+,(,EID _TLSTMPL,IIPTLSIMPR,),"44($+,(%,JID _ILSIMPL,~IID _TL _TLSIMP15,),"45(%,_HD _TLTLSIMPL,_HD _TL _TLSIMPR,),),);"47OP,SIMPL,SIMPR,;"48 _HDSIMPP=1'/->SIMPLIFY(V,(**,SIMPL,HD _TLSIMPR,),"43 _HD _TL _TLSIMPR,);"50 _fiDSIMPR=T*"51->_NIJMBEE _HD _TLSIMPS"52->_numberSIMPL"53->COLLECT{%*,STMPL*_HD _TLSIMPR,_HD _TL _TLSIMPR,);454IIDSIMPL—s"55-> _NUMBER _HD _TLSIMPL->COLLECT(X*,"56 IID _TLSIKPL*_HDTLSIMPR,"57 (**,_BDTL_TLSIMPL,"58' . HD~TL_TLSIMPR,),);
"59Y*,_HD _TLSIMPR,("*,SIMPL,HD _TLTLSIMPR,),;"60OP,STMPL,SIMPR,;"61->ATOMICSIMPL-> _HDSIMPL="/"62 ->SIMPLIFY(.?/,(**,SIMPR,_HD _TLSIMPL,),"63 [ID _TL _TLSIMPL,);"64OP,SIMPL,SIMPR,;465OP,SIMPL,SIMPR,;466OP,SIMPL,SIMPR,;"67op,simpl,simpr,"68 "69 _AND3CDXY||EUCLID'SALGORITHM"70 _bs _newa=x _modY"71 _INA=0->Y;GCDYA't72 "73 _ANDTIMESPOLY(A,3)MPUTBASKTIMESSIGNS'GATHER'REMOVED"74 _beb=()->a;"75%,A,TIMESPOLYD,"76 "77 _ANDCANCELLM|]CANCELTHEFRACTIONL/M"78 _BE _NEWL=ATOMICL->L,;_HDL=Y#->GATHERL;L,479~ANDM=ATOMICM->M,;_HDM=5*->GATHERM;M,480 _LETCANLM481 _BEL=()->(),M;482 .NEW(H,T)=L"83~NEW(H,M)=CAN1HM"34 _NEW(L,M)=CANTM



"85 _IN(H,L),M "86 _ANDCAN1AM '137 _BEM=()->A,;"08 _NEW(H,T)=M"89 _NEWX=SIMPLIFY(>//A,H,)"90 _INATOMICX->CAN1XI;"91 _HDX-»=~/->CAN1XT;
'I92 _NEW(OP,A,U,)=X"93~NEW(A,M)=CAM1AT"9" _IA,(H,M)"90 _NEHA,B=CANLX "96 _TME=()->SIMPLIFY(TIMESTOLYA);"97*/,SIMPLIFY(TIMESPOLYA),SIMPLIFY(TTKESPOLYR),"98 "99 _ANDPOWERXY||RAISEXTOTHEYPOWER800~BEY=0->1;X*POWGEX(Y-1)̂01 r02 _ANDCDMDENOMS||FINDACOMMONDENOMINATOR003 _BEATOMICS->S;_TL _TLS=()->S;60" _NEWOP,LEFT,RIGHT,=S605 _NEWLEFT=ATOMICLEFT->LEFT;606 _HDLEFT=L+]_HDLEFT=%-->COMDENOMLEFT;r07LEFT r00 _ANDRIGHT=ATOMICRIG[IT->FIGHT;609 _HDRIGHT=,,+|HDRIGHT=f-->COMDENOMRIGHT;610RIGHT 611 _INOP='**"->S;r12ATOMICRIGHT 613->ATOMICLEFT->OP,LEFT,RIGHT,;61" _HDLEFT%/->OP,LEFT,RIGHT,;615(M/,(DP,[ID _TLLEFT,(7*,RIGHT,HDTLTLLEFT,),),816 _HD _IL _TLLFF1',);617ATOMICLEFT-> _HDRIGHT-«=7o/->DP,LEFT,PISHT,;618(%/,(OP,("U,_HD _PL _TLRIGHT,LEFT,),HD _TLRIGHT,),619 _HD _TL _TLRIGHT,);620IIDET3HT=V621-> _HDLEFT=£/622->EQUAL(_!ID _TL _TLLEFT)(HD _TL _TLRIGHT)623->7/,(0P,_HD _TLLEFT,_IJD _TLRIGHT,),_I1D _TL _TLLEFT,;62"{*/,(OP,(8*,_HD _TL _TLRIGHT,_HD _TLLEFT,),c-25(Eft,_HD _TL _TLLEFT,_HD _TLRIGHT,),),825(^»,_HD _TL _TLLEFT,_HD _TL _TLRIGHT,),);827(%/,(OP,(fo*,_HD _TL~_TLRIGHT,LEFT,),_HD _TLRIGHT,),828 _HDTLTLRIGHT,);



929
930 r>31

*332 c'33 r-34 r>35 936 937 933 r39 940 •341 942 943 944 945 945 947 943 949 950 951 952 953
c54 955||AUXILAEYROUTINESFORMAININTEGRATIONROUTINES955|| 957|| 953 959 _NBKFAILURE=_FALSE,(),{),960 _LETPOLYNOMIAL5VAR||ISSAPOLYNOMIALINVAR???961' _BEATOMICS->S=VAR-> _TPUE,1,(1,0,),;_TRUE,0,(S,|,;962S=7AR-> _TSUE,1,(1,0,),;963 _HDS=V->SIMPLIFY(DIFFSYAR)=0-> _TRUE,0,(S,),;FAILURE;964IIDS=~+|_HDS=7;~-> 965 _NEWA,B,C,=POLYNOMIAL(_HD _TLS)7AR965~ANDX,Y,Z,=_I!D5=%+->POLYNOMIAL(_11D _TL _TLS)VAR;967NEGATE(POLYNOMIAL(_HD _TL _TLS)VAR)968IN->A|-<X->FAILURE;969'B>=Y-> _TRUS,B/ADDCZ,;_TRUE,Y,ADDZC,;970||RETURNSDEGREEANDCOEFFICIENTS971 _HDS=R*-> 972NSWP,Q,=_TLS

_HDLSFT=V->%/,(OP,_HD _TLLEFT,(?.»,_HD _TL _TLLEFT,RIGHT,),), _HD _TL _TLLEFT,;
OP,LEFT,RIGHT,

ANDSUBTRACTLM||FINDHIDDENSUBTRACTIONS
_BEL=()->(),M; _NEW(H,T)=L~NEW(H,M)=SU31ITM~NEW(L,M)=SHBTRACTTM _IN(H,L),M

_ANDSUB1AM _BEM={)->A,; _NFW(H,T)=M~NEWX=SIMPLIFY{%-,A,H,) _INATOMICX->SUB1XT; _HDJ->SUB1XT; _NSW{OP,A,Li,)=X"NEW(A,M)=SU31AT _INAf(H,M)
_ANDADDPOLY(A,B)||MAKELIST(A,B)INTOPOLISHADDITION _BEB=()->A; I+,A,ADDPOLYB,



r73 _INSIMPLIFY(DIFFPVAR)-.=0->SIMPLIFY(DIFF0VAR)-»=0-> V̂UFAILURE;POLYNOMIAL(r*,Q,P,)VAR;
575 _NEKU,V,W,=P3LYN0MIALQVAR 576 _INII->U,V,MAKELISTVP,;FAILURE;r77 _HDS='*«"-> 578v _NEWP,Q,=_TLS r79 _I«'SIMPLIFY(DIFFPVAR)=0->TRUE,0,(S,),;500P-.=VAR->FAILURE; C01->_NUElBERQ->FAILURE;582 _TRUE,Q,MAKELISTQ1,;683FAILURE C0'I _AHDADDLM 585 _BEL=()->{);586LENGTHL>LEN3THM->SIMPLIFY(_I!DL),ADD(_TLL)H;

687SIMPLIFY(T+/_HDL,_HDM,),ADD(_TLL)(_TLM)r88AMDMAKELISTDEGREEMEM 589 _BEDEGREE<0->();590MEM,MAK2LT3T(DEGREE-1)0 591 _ANDNEGATE(X,Y,7-,)592 _BELETNEGATEL *93 _BEL={)->();59aNUMBER(JIDL)->-(FIDL),NEGATE(_TLL);595L,)/NEGATE(_TLL)596INX,Y,NEGATEZ,
597 598 599 _LSTSQRTI||THESYMBOLICSQUAREROOTOFI 500 _BESTRINGT->'SQRT",I,;501 _NUMBERI-> _LETSQJJ 502~ _BEJ*J=I->J;503J*J<TI(JH)*(1+1)>T->'SQRT" ,T 60a _NF.WMEWJ=(J+I/J)/2 _INSQJKEWJ 505 _INSQJ1;506 _FIDT=r*I_HD1=1/->SIMPLIFY(_HDI,SQRT(_HD _TLI),607~~ SQRT(FID _TL _TLI),);603 _UD1='**"->SIMPLIFY(•**",_HD _TLt,(T./,_HD _TLTL1,2,),);609'SQRT",I, 610 611|| 612|| 613l|INTEGRALTABLES 6ia|| 615M 616



617 _NEWEXPFORM(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)VAR||INTEGRALTABLES—EXPONENTIATIONS 618 _BELEFT=(SEC,VAR,)AEIGHT=2->TAN,VAR,; 619LEFT=(CSC,VAR)ARIGHT=2->* ,(COT,VAR,),;620RIGHT=VAE->NOTCONTAINSVARLEFT-> 621"?>/,(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,),(•LN" ,LEFT,),; 622 _FAL32; 623~ L2FT=VAR->NOTCONTAINSVAREIGHT-> 624RI3HT={"_,1,)->'LN" ,VAE,;625V,('**",VAR,("5+,1,RIGHT,),),(5+,1,RIGHT,),; 626 _FALSE; 627 _FAC.SE 628 _ANDNflLTF0SM(OP,LEFT,0IGHT,)VAR||INTEGRALIABLE—MULTIPLICATIONS 629 _BELEFT=(TAN,VAR,)ARTGIIT=(SEC,VAR,)->SEC,VAR,; 630LEFT=(SEC,VAR,)ARIGHT=(TAN,VAR,)->SEC,VAR,; 631LHFI=(CSC,VAR,)ARIGHT=(COT,VAR,)->" ,(CSC,VAR,),;632L2FT=(COT,VAE,)ART3HT=(CSC,VAE,)->(CSC,VAR,),;633 _FALS2 634 _LSTDIVFORM(OP,LEFT,EIGHT,)VAR||INTEGRALTABLES—DIVISIONS 635 _3ENOTCONTAINSVAR(DP,LEFT,RIGHT,.)->̂*,(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,),VAR,;636LEFI->=1-> _FALSE;EQUALRIGHTVAR->'LN",VAR,; 637 _HDRIGHT="+|_HDRIGHT=E--> 638~ JEVA,B,C,=POLYMOKIALEIGHTVAR 639~IN-A-> _FALSE; 640B->=2-> _FALSE; 641 _LETP,Q,R,=C 642~INQi=0-> _FALSE; 643POSPAPO3R-> 644%*,(7?/,1,(Y*,SgRTP,SQRTR,),),(•AECTAN" ,645r/,(r*,SQRTP,VAP,),SQRTR,),),; 646POSPA-.PCSR-> 647 _NEHR= _HD _TLR 648 _INY*,(5/,1,r*,2,("*,SQRTP,SQRTR,),),),649(•LSI",("5/,(R-,(s*,SQRTP,VAR,),SQRTR,),{%+,(*•,SQRTP,VAR,),650SQRTR,),),),; 651-.POSPAPOSR-> 652 _NEWP=_HD _TLP 653 _INT*,(V,1,(1*,2,r»,S2RTP,SQRTR,),),),654(•LN",{%/,(T*,n»,SQRTP,VAR,),SQRTR,),655(,(**,SQRTP,VAR,),SQRTR,),),),; 656 _FALSS; 657 _HDRIGI!T='**"-> 6581 _KD _TL _TLRI3HT-i={%./,1,2,}-> _FALSS; 659 _LETA,B,C,=POLYNOMIAL(_HD _TLRIGHT)VAR 660IN-«A-> _FALSS;



661B=0->"■*,(DP,LEFT,RIGFIT,),VAR,;662B=1->,2,SIGHT, 653Bi=2-> _FALSE;664 _NEWX,Y,Z,=G 665 _IMy-.=0-> _FAL5E;666POSX->7*,(>/,1,SQ3TX,),(•LN",(7+,("*,SQRTX,VAR,),EIGHT,),),;667FOE7,-> _NSWX= _HD _TLX 663TN%*,(6/,1,SQRTX,),(•ARCSIK" ,{%/,(7*,SQRTX,VAR,),669SQRT7.,),),;670 _KEWA,B,C,=RTGHT 671 _INB=VAR-> _NEWZ=STHPLIFY(V,C,1,)672 _TN(Vi1,(7*,(A,B,Z,),Z,),),;673 _FALSE; 67A _HDRIGHT=W*-> 675 _N3KP,C,R,=RIGHT 676 _INQ-<=VAH->R-.=VAR-> _FALS5;DTVFORH(V,1,(P,R,Q,),)VAR;677-i_L1STR-> _FALSE; 67.3 _HDP-,='**»-> _FALSE;679 _HD _TL _TLR(7/,1,2,)->FALSE;||MUSTBESQRTFORM 600 _NEWX,Y,Z,=PQLYNOMIAL(_HD _TLR)VAR 631 _IN-.X-> _FALSC;632Y-i-2-> _FALSE;633 _MEWA,B,C,=Z 63A2IKposA&--> 635 _NEWC=_HD _TLC 686 _IM%*,("/,1,SQRTZ,),(•ARCSEC",(t/#(7*#SQRTA,VAR,),SQRTC,687
633 _FALSE; 639 _FALSE 690 _NEWSQFORM(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)VAR||INTEGRALTABLES—SQUAREROOTS691 _B2 _HEHA,8,C,=POLYNOMIALLEFTVAR

692 _IN-.A-> _FAL5E;693B=0->7&,(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,),VAR,;» 694B=1->r/,(7*,2,('**",LEFT,(7-/,3,2,),),),3,;695B->=2-> _FALS3;696 _NEWX,Y,Z,=C 637 _TNY->=0-> _FALSE;698POSX&-.PDSZ-> 6997*,(7/,l,SQRTX,),700{7+,(•"*,(t/,(7*,SQSIX,YAR,),2,),{OP,LEFT,RIGHT,),),701(7*,(7/,Z,2,),('LN",(7+,(7*,SQRTX,VAP,),(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,782 703POSX&--POSZ-> 734NEHZ=IIDTLZ



^*\• ..W..w--•«

705

_TN7*,(7/,1,SyRTX,),
706

(*",("•»,(V,C*,SQRTX,VAR,),2,),(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,),),
7Q7

(7*,(7/,Z,2,),('LN",(7+,(7»,SCRTX,VAR,),(OP,LEFT,RT
703

)/)»)/)/)/!

709

-«POSXAPOSz->

710

MEWX=I!DTLX

711

_IN7*,(%/,1,SQRTX,),
712

("+,(7.*,(a/,("*,SQRTX,VAR,),2,),(OP,LEFT,P13IIT,)
713

C*,(V,Z,2,)/('ARCSIN",(V,(r*,SQRTX,VAR,),SQRT
714 715

_FALSE

716

_NEWBASICFORMSVAR|jLOOKMPINTEGRALTABLES
717

BENUMBERS->"*,S,VAR,;
713

S=VAR->"/,('**",VAR,2,),2,;
719

STRING5->I*,S,VAR,;
72U

_HDS='**M->

721

_KD _TL _TLS=(V,1,2,)->SQFORMSVAR;
722

EXPFORKSVAR;

723

_HDS=7*->HULTFDRM5VAR;
729

HDS=V->DIVF0RMSVAR;
725

S=(SIN,VAP,)->7_,{COS,VAR,},;
726

S={COS,VAS,)->SIN,VAR,;
n2.1

S=(TAN,VAR,)->*LN",(SEC,VAF,),;
723

S=(COT,7A7,)->LN,(SIN,VAR,),;
729

S=(SEC,VAR,)->»LK»,(S+,(SEC,VAR,),(TAN,VAR,),),;
730

S=(CSC,VAR,)->'LN" ,(7-,(CSC,VAR,),(COT,VAR,),),;
731

S=('LN",VAR,)->7-,(7*,VAR,('LN",VAR,),),VAR,;
-73-)

5={'LOG" ,VAR,)->7*,('LOG",'2" ,),("5-,(7*,VAR,{'LN" ,VAR,),),VAR,),;
733

S=('EXPN" ,VAR,)->S;
73U

_FALSE

735
736 "'37

I!

738

I!

739
Ifi(\

||METHODSOFINTEGRATION 11

4J

1

1I 11

742 743

LETAPGFUNCVAR]|FINDTHEARGUMENTOFANOBJECTLESSMULTCONSTANTS
744

BENOTCONTAINSVARFUNC->();
745

HDFUNC=7->AR3([IDTLFUNC);
746

HDFUNC=7»->SIMPLIFY(DIFF(HDTLFUNC)VAR)=0->
"747

ARG(_EID _TL _TLFUNC)VAR;
748

FUNC;



749FUNC 750 751 ""52 _LHTDIVIDE(NNUM,CONDK,)(NDEN,CODEN,)VAR||DIVISIONOFPOLYNOMIALS753 _DRNSUM<NDEM->(7/,ADDBACKCONOMVARNNUM,ADDBACKCODENVARNDEN,)
75U _NESQUOTIENT=SIMPLIFY(_IIDCONUM,HDCODEN,)755~NEWPRODUCT=MULTQUOTIENT(APPEND(_TLCODEN)(ZEROES(NNUM-NDSN)))

756 _NEWREMAINDER=SUB(_TLCONUM)PRODUCT757 _IN,SIMPLIFY(v*,QUOTIENT,{•**",VAR,NNUM-NDSN,),),753DIVIDE(NNUM-1,REMAINDER,)(NDEN,CODEN,)VAR,759 _ANDADDBACK(A,B)VASN|JRECONSTRUCTPOLYNFROMCOEFFTCENTS(A,B)760 _BEN=0->A;761SIMPLIFY(7+,C*/A,(•**••,VAR,M#),),ADDBACKPVAR(N-1),)762 _ANDMULTAL||MULTIPLYEACHMBROFLISTLPYA763 _BEL=()->();SIMPLIFY("»,A,_11DL,),MULTA(_TLL)764 , _ANDZEROESN|]ALISTOFNZEROES765 _BEN=0->();0,ZEROES(Is'-1)766 _ANDSUBLM||SUBTRACTNTHM3ROFLISTMFROMNTHOFL767 _BEL=()->{);758SIMPLIFY(7-,_RDL,_HDM,),SUB(_TLL)(TLM)"69 77C 771 _LETFACT(H)||THEFACTORIALOFN772 _BEN=0->1;N«FACT(N-1)773 _NEWEXPAND(OP,(A,B,C,),P,)||BINOMIALEXPANSION774 _RE _NHWX=B _ANDY=A=7-->7_,0,;C775 _LETEXPANDM776 _BEM=0->'**",X,P,;7777+,(",*,FACT(P)/(FACT(M)«FACT(P-M)),
778(7*,('**»,X,P-M,),{'»•",Y,M,),),),EXPAND(M~1),779 _INSIMPLIFY(EXPANDP)

780 781 782 _LSTMULTIPLYX(0P,A,B,)||MULTIPLYXINTOASUM733 _BE _NSWA=ATOMICA->JU,A,X,;_HDA=M+|_HDA=Y-->MULTIPLYXA;
784~ r*,A,X,785 _ANDB=ATOMICB->"U,B,X,;_HD+|_HDB=S-->MULTIPLYXB;

785~ t.»,B,X,787INSIMPLIFY(OP,A,B,)788 789 790 _ANDFACCONSTCONSTSVAR||FACTORCONSTANTSFROMTHEINTEGRAND791 _B2 _NEWS=SIMPLIFY(*/,S,CONST,)792IN~NEWA=TNTSVAR



"93 _TNA=_FALSE-> _FALSS;7*,CONST,A, 799 _ANDDIFFDIVASVAR_||CHANGE-OF-VARTARLESUBSTITUTION 795 _RE _NEWS=SIMPLIFY("/,5,D.IFFAVAR,) 796~ININT5A "797 _ANDINTPARTSSVAN||INTEGRATTONBYPARTSROUTINE 793||FIRSTCHECKFOPCASEEXPN(A*X)*SIN(3*X)OREXPN(A*X)*COS(B*X) "99 _BE _IIDS="*-> _NBW(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)=S °00 _IN-.ATOMICLEFT5,-.ATOMICRIGHT-> 301 _HDLEFT='EXPN"&TRIGONOMETRICRIGHT-> 302 _HDRIGI!T->='STN"|_I'DRIGHT-.='COS"-> _FALSE; R03 _HEKAF31=_HD _TLLEFT _ANDARG2= _HD _TLRIGHT 309~NEW{A1,B17C1,)=PDLYNOMIALARG1VAR 305AND{A2,B2,C2,)=POLYNOMIALARG2VAR °06~IN->(A1AA2)-> _FALSE;-.(01=1I02=1)-> _FALSE; 307 _NEW(A1,B1,)=C1 _AND(A2,D2,)=C2 308 _IN->(E1=0&B2=0)-> _FALSE; 309HDR13HF='SIN"-> 310~V,C*.LEFT,(*-,("*,A1,RIGHT,),(7*,A2, 311{'COS" ,_IID _TLRIGHT,),),),), «12("-,(5*,A1,A1,),(7*,A2,A2,),),; 313||IFTHEABOVEFAILS,HEHAVEEXPN(AX)-a-COS(BX) 319S/,{**,LEFT,(?+,C*,A1,RIGHT,),{5*,A2, 315('STM",_HD _TLRIGHT,),),),), 316C*.(7..,A1,A1,),(7*,A2,A2,),),; 317TRY(PARTITIONSSVAR)VAR; 818TRY(PARTITIONSSVAR)VAR; 319TRY(PARTITIONSSVAR)VAR 320 _ANDTRYLVAR 321 _BEL=()-> _FALSE; p22 _HEN(U,DV,)=_HDL 323~NEHV=IHTDVVAR 329 _INV=_FALSS->TRY(_TLL)VAR; 325ENDU=SIMPLIFY(DIFFUVAR) 326 _ANDV=SIMPLIFYV 327 _INSAMEFDRM(D,DV,)(V,DU,)VAR->TRY(_TLL)VAR;||PARTITIONFAILS 828 _NENA=INT(7*,V,DU,)VAR 329 _INA= _FALSE->TRY(TLL)VAS;7- ,(7*,U,V,),A, 830 _ANDSAMEFORM(U,DV,)(V,DTJ,)VAR]|ISAN'INTPARTS'PARTITIONUSEFUL?? 331 _BEATOMICU->-.ATOMICDU; °32ATOMICDV-> _TEU2; 333 _TL _TLD=()-> 839 _TL _TLDU->=()-> _FALSE;_TRUE; 835 _TL _TLDV=()-> 336NEWI,J,K,=POLYNOMIALUVAR



°37 _IN _rL _TLV=()->I-> _FALSE;_TRUE;_FAL5E; 838 _HD[!='"& _[[DDV=•#*",-> _FALSE; 839 _TRUE 840 _ANDPARTITIONSSVAH||FIND0ANDDVFDRINTPARTSHEIIR1STICALLY 841 _BE _TL _TLS=()->(5,1,),; 842 _NEWX=() Q43 _NEW(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)=S _IM 844OP="*-> p45 _N2WX=ATONICLEFT&-.ATOMICRIGHT-> 845 _TL _TLRIGHT=()->PARTITIONS(OP,RIGHT,LEFT,)VAR; 847X;X p48 _NEWX=-»ATOHICLEFT&-.ATOMICRIGHT-> 849(LEFT,RIGHT,),(RIGHT,LEFT,),X;X 850 _NTSWX=_HDLGFT='LN"j_HDLEFT=1ARC5TN"| 851 _HDLEFI=»ARCGOS"I_HDLEFT='ARCTAM"l_HDLEFT=1ARCCOT"|852 _HDL2FT=•ARCSEC"|_HDLEFT='ARCCSC"->~(L3FT,RIGHT,),X;X 853 _NEWX=TRIGONOMETRIGLEFT-> 854(SIMPLIFY(V,RIGHT,DIFF(_IID _TLLEFT)VAR,),LEFT,),X;X °55 _NEWX= _IIDLEFT=,EXPM"-> p56 _NEWI,J,K,=PCLYNOMIALRIGHTVAR 857 _TN-I->TRIGONOMETRICRTGHT->X; °58(SIMPLIFY(V,RIGHT,DIFF(_HDTLLEFT)VAR,),LEFT,),X;X;X 859 _NEWX= _HDLEFT='»»"& _HDRIGIir='s*,»-> 860~ TRIGONOMETRIC(FID _TLLEFT)-> 861(SIMPLIFY("/,RIGHT,DIFF(_HD _TL _I1D _TLLEFT)VAR,),LEFT,),X; 862TRIGONOMETRIC(_HD _TLRIGHT)-> 863(SIMPLIFY(7/,LEFT,DIFF(_IID _TL _IID _TLRIGHT)VAP,),RTGHT,),X; 864-.ATOMIC(_HDTL _TLLEFT)-> 065(SIMPLIFY(V,RIGHT,DTFF(_HD _TLLEFT)VAR,),LEFT,),X; R65-.ATOMIC(_HD _TL _TLRIGHT)-> 867(SIMPLIFY(V,LEFT,DIFF(_HD _TLRIGHT)VAR,),RIGHT,),X; 868-.JiDMBER(_HD _TL _TLRIGHT)&-_NUKBER(_HDTL _TLLEFT)->X;869(_!!D _TL _TLRIGHT)-(_HD _TL _TLLEFT)<0-> R70(SIMPLIFY(T./,RIGHT,DIFF(_HD _TLLEFT)VAR,),LEFT,),X;071(SIMPLIFY(S/,LEFT,DIFF(_HD _TLRIGHT)VAR,),RIGHT,),X; 872X p73 _NEWX=_HDF.IGHT=•**" 874~ ->-_NUMBER(_HD _TL _TLRIGHT)->X; 875ATOMICLEFT->(LEFT,RIGHT,),X; 876(RIGHT,LEFT,),X; 877X 878 _IN 879 _HDLEFT='es"& _HDRIGHT-.='**"->PARTTTIONS(OP,RIGHT,LEFT,)VAR; °80REVERSEX;



881OP=V-> °82 _NEWX=_I1DRIGIir=,«*"-> 983 _NFWA=DTFF(_HDILRIGHT)VAR q84~IN(SIMPLIFY(r/7LSFT#ft,),(T,/,A#RI3HT#),),X;985HDRT3HT='«ft"&IfDLEFT='**"-> °86(RIGHT,("/,1,LBFT,),),X; °S7X °83 _INREVERSEX; 8890P='**M-> 890STRINGRIGHT->();(S,1,),(LEFT,(OP,LEFT,SIML'LIFY("5-,RIGHT,1; °91(5,1,), °92 _ANDARCSUBSVAR||SPECIALSUBSTITUTIONFORRATIONALSINANDCOSFUNC. 893 _BE _NEKDENOM=F+,1,{'«•«•" ,'Z",2,), 8947NEWS=SUBST(R/,(■"»,2Z",),DEH0M,)(SIN,VAR,)S 895 _NEWS=SURST("/,("- ,1,('**",•2" ,2,),),DENOM,)(COS,VAR,)S 896S=SUBST(,2,('ARCTAN" ,'Z" ,),)VARS 897 _SEWA=INTC"*,S,(V,2,DENOM,),)»Z" 893 _IMA= _FALSE-> _FALSE; 899SUES!(TAN,(V,VAF,2,),)'Z"A 900 _ANDCOMP5QUARE(A,3,C,)EXPSVAR||COMPLETINGTHESQUARE 901 _BSB=0-> _FALSS; 902||(A,B,C,)=C0EFF.OFEXPTORECOMPLETED,EXP=FULLEXPTOCOMPLETE 903 _NEWMEWC=SIMPLI.FY(V/("*,B,B,),("!*,4,A,),) 804 _NEVJNEWC1=SIMPLIFY()5-,C,KEWC,) 805NEWCSQ=POSNEKC->SQRTNEWC;V_,SQRT(_HD _TLNEWC), °06 _NEWNEWEXP=POSA-> 807POSB-> °08SIMPLIFY("+,(E»,SQRTA,VAR,),NE»CSQ,); 909SIMPLIFY(%-,C'*,SQRTA,VAR,),MEWCSQ,); 910POSB-> 911SIMPLIFY(*"+,("*,SQRT(_HD _TLA),VAR,),NEWCSQ,); 912-SIMPLIFY("-,("*,SQRT(_HD _TLA),VAR,),NEWCSQ,) 813 _INPOSA-> 914BA5ICFOFM(SlIDST(R+,('**",NEWEXP,2,),NEWC1,)EXPS)NEWEXP; 915BASICFORM(SUBST("?■-,NEWC1NE»EXP,2,),)EXPS)NEWSXP 916 _ANDEXPANSIONEXPSVAR||EXPANDBINOMIALSFORINTEGRATION 817 _BS _NSWS=SUDST(EXPANDEXP)EXPS 918 _ININTSVAR 919 _ANDSEPARATE(OP,LEFT,BIGHT,)VAR||INTEGRATETERMSSEPARATELY(OP=/) 920 _BB _LETSEPARATES 921 _BEATOMICS->INI(OP,S,RIGHT,)VAR; 922-i(_HDS="+|_UDS=T,-)->INT(OP,S,RIGHT,)VAR; 923 _NEW(A,X,Y,)=S 924NEWI=SEPARATSXANDJ=SEPARATEY



°25 _i:iT=_FALSH!J= _FALSE-> _FALSE;n26A,I,J,°27 _IMSEPARATELEFT 920 _ANDMULTEXPANDA(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)SVAR||MOLTAPOLYNOMIALTHRUBYA°29 _BEi_SUMBERRIGHT-> _FALSE;930INT(MULTIPLYA(EXPAND(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)))VAR
931 °32 933 _ANDNEST(OP,L,R,)SVAR||HANDLE(OP,L,R,)ASA30OFFUNCTION°34 _BE _NEKPVAR='X-" 935' _NEWINVERT=SIMPLIFY("*/,1,R,)q36 _IN _NUMBERR-> _NEKX=SUB5TPVA.R(OP,L,R,)S°37~~NEHX=5IMPLIFY(5/,X,DIFF(0P,L,R,)VAR,)938 _NSWX=5UBST(«**",PVAR,INVERT,)VARXn39 _NENANS=INTXPVAR940 _TNANS=_FALS2->AMS;941SUBST('*»",VAR,INVERT,)PVARANS;°42ATOMICR-> _FALSE;°43i(_HDR="■/)-> _FALSE;944 _NEWX=3UBST('**",PVAP,INVERT,)VAR3°45~NEWX="*»,DIFF('**",PVAR,INVERT,)PVAR,X,"46 _NEWANS=INTXPVAR °47 _INANS= _FALSE-> _FALSE;°48SUBST(OP,L,R,)PVARANS 949 _ANDRAD3U3(A,B,)SVAR||HANDLERADICALOFVARININTEGRAND950 _BF,NEKPVAR=,X-" 951 _NEWINVERT=SIMPLIFY(**/,1,B,)952 _»IEWDU=5*,INVERT,(5»,DIFFAVAR,PVAR,),953 _NEKP,Q,(R,T,),=POLYNOMIALAVAR954NEKX=SUPST('**",PVAR,INVERT,)AS955 _NESX=SDBST("*/,(*-,('»*",PVAR,INVEPT,),T,),R,)VARX956NEKANS=TNT("«•,X,DH,)PVAR 957 _INANS=_FALSE-> _FAL5E;958SUBST('*»",A,B,)PVARANS 959 _ANDPOLYDIVABSVAR||LONGDIVISIONOFPOLYNOMIALS960 _BE _LETX=DIVIDEABVAR 061"LETTSRMWISEL 962 _BEATOMICL->INTLVAr;963->(_HDL=T+]IIDL=T-)->INTLVAR;964 _NZKOP,LEFT,RIGHT,=L 965"NEWM=TERKW13ELEFT _ANDN=TERMWISERIGHT966 _INM= _FALSE-> _FALSS;°67N= _FALSE-> _FAL5E;OP,M,N,968INTERHWISEX



n69 070 071 o72 073 074 075 076 077 078 070 080 081 n82 083 084 085 086 087 08O 089 090 091 092 093 094 095 096 097 n98 099 1O0C 1001 1O02
1°03 1004 1005 1006 1007 1008

1°09 1010 1011 1012

ANDSPEC!ALFORM25VAR|jPOWEROSSOOTOFVA"NESTEDTNAFUNC? BEATOMICS-> _FALSE,(),; _EID5="**-> _LET!1,T,= _TLS _LSTA,X,=SPECIALF0RK2IIVAR _ANDB,Y,=SPECIALFO.RM2TVAR _INA->A,X,; D,Y,;

_TE. _TLS-=()-> _FALSE/()/; LETX=_HD _TL5
_IN _IIDX-=»**"-> _FALSE,(),; _I!D _TLXVAR-> _FALSE/(),; _TRUE,X,

ANDSPEC!ALF0RM3SVAR||ISASUBSTFORRADICALAPPROPRIATE? BES=()-> _FALSE,0,0,1 ATOMICS-> _FALSEf0,0,1 _HDS=,#»"-> _LET0P,R,L,=3 _INATOMICL-> _FALSE,(),(),; _I!DL-.=*/-> _FALSE,(),(),; _LETA,D,C,=P3LYN0MIALRVAR _IN-»A-> _FAL5E,(),(),; D">=1-> _FALSE,0,0,1
TRUE,P,L,;l|RETURNEXPRESSIONUNDERRADICALALONGWITHROOT

_?L _TLS=()-> _FALSE,0,0,1 _LETA,X,M,=SPECIALF0RM3(IID _TL _TLS)VAR _ANDB/Y,N/=SPECIALF0RM3(jiD _TLS)VAR~INA->A,X,M,; 3,Y,N,
ANDSPSCIALFOEMSVAR||ISATRIESUBSTITUTIONAPPROPRIATEFORS? EE5=()->FAILURE;ATOMICS->FAILURE;_TL _TLS=()->FAILURE; IID5='**"-> _LETP,DE3SEE,COEF,=POLYNOMIAL(_HD _TLS)VAR _IN->v|DF.GREE-t=2->FAILURE; _TRCIEfS,SOEF,;||RETURNEXPRESSIONTOBESUBSTITUTEDFORWITH ||ITSPOLYNOMIALCOEFFICIENTS

_KEWA,X,M,=SPECIALFOSM(_HDTL5)VAR _ANDB,Y,N,=SPECIALFORK(IiD _TLTLS)VAR _INA->A,X,M,; D->B,Y,N,;
FAILURE

ANDTRIGSUR(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)(A,B,C,)SVAR||TRIGSUBSTITUTIONS BEB->=0->C0MSQ(0P/LSFT,RI3Iir/)(A,B#C#)SVAR;



1n18 _LETPVAR='aV 1014 _LETA1=POSA->SQRTA;SC.ET(_IID _TLA)1015 _LSrC1=POSC->SQRTC;SQRT(RD _TLC)1°16 _LETCONSTANTS||THECONSTANTSPRODUCEDBYTHEBELOWSUBSTITUTIONS1017 _BE _NFW7,=3U3ST(•«*",CI,(**,2,SIGHT,),)(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)S1n18 _NEWZ=SUBST(V,C1,A1,)VARZ1019 _IN**,("/,C1,A1,),Z,1020 _LETOBER||HELPFORSIMPLIFYINGTHED(PVAE)INTOTHESUBSTITUTION1021~BE _NEWSIGN,L,R,=S
1°22 _LETFINDOBJECT||FINDOUTTP(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)ISABOVEOR1°23||BELOWADIVISIONSIGN1024 _BZOBJECT=()-> _FAL3S;1*25ATOMICOBJECT-> _FALSE;1°26OBJSCT=(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)-> _TRUE;1R27FIND(_HDOBJECT)|FIND(_TLOBJECT)1028 _INSIGf!-.=V->7*;1029FINDL->%*;

1030FINDR->1031»CHECK4" 1n32 _INPOSA&POSC1033->MEWS=SUBST(OPER,('*»",(SEC,PVAR,),2,),1^84('*»",(SSC/PVAR/),(-,.,2,RIGHT,),),)1*35(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)S1*36 _NEWS=SUBST(TAN,PVAR,)VAPS1*37 _NEWI=INTSPVAR1*38~INI= _FALSE-> _FALSE;1039 _NEWOPP=("*,A1,VAR,)_ANDADJ=C11*43 _ANDHYP=OP,LEFT,{"/,1,2,),1*41 _NEWS=RESUBOPPADJHYPIPVAR1042 _NEWS=SUBST('ARCTAN",VAR,)PVARS1043 _IN3»,CONSTANTS,S,;1*44-.POSA5.POSC1045->NEWS=SUBST(OPER,(COS,PVAR,),1*46" (••»",(COS,PVAR,),r»,2,RIGHT,),),)1047(OP,LEFT,SIGHT,)S1o48 _NEWS=SU3ST(SIN,PVAR,)VARS1049 _!JEWI=INTSPVAE1090~IHI=_FALSE-> _FALSE;11 _HBWOPP=(r»,A1,VAR,)_ANDHYP=C11*52 _ANDADJ=OP,LEFT,("1/,1,2,),1053 _NEWS=E2SUBOPPADJHYPIPVAR1054 _MEWS=SUBST(«ASCSIN",VAR,)PVARS1055 _IN%*,CONSTANTS,S,;1056POSA&-.POSC



057-> _NSWfi0LD=3[JBST1(OP,LEFT,"17117,)S 058 _NERFIOLD=SIMPLIFY(SUBST(SEC,PVAE,)VARHOLD) 059 _NEWEIOLD=Y*,(SEC,PVAR,),HOLD,|JMULTIPLYPARTOFD(PVAR)
063 _NEWHOLD1=3PER,(TAN,PVAR,),(•**»,(TAN,PVAR,),(Ya-,2,RIGHT,),),061 _NEWT.=IKT("«•,!iOLD,HOLD1,)PVAR 062~INI=_FALSH-> _FALSE; °63 _MRWHYP=5«,A1,VAP,_ANDADJ=CI °'64 _AND0PP=3P,LEFT,(Y/,1,2,), 065 _N3WS=RE5UBOPPAD.THYPIPVAR 066 _NEWS=SUBST('ARCSEC",VAR,)PVARS 067 _INYft,CONSTANTS,S,; r68 _FALSE 069 _ANDCOMSQ(OP,LEFT,HI3IIT,)(A,D,C,)S7AR

070 _BE _LETNEWC=SIKPLIFY(Y/,),(?>*,A,A,),) 071 _LETNEWC5Q=P05NEKC->SQRTNEWC;r_,SQRT(_HD _TLNEWC), 072 _LETNEWEXP= 073POSA-> 074POS3->SIMPLIFY(Y+,(Y*,SQRTA,VAR,),NEWCSQ,); °75SIMPLIFY("-,("*,SQRTA,VAR,),NEWCSQ,);
r76POSB->SIMPLIFY(Y+,(Y*,SQRT(_HD _TLA),VAR,),NEWCSQ,); n77SIMPLIFY("-,("*,SQRT(_HD _TLA),VARJ),NEWCSQ,) r78LETNEWLSFT= 079POSA->SIMPLIFY(Y+,(Y-,C,NEWC,),('**",NSWBXP,2,),); 080SIMPLIFY(Y-,(I-,C,NEWC,),(»**",NEWEXP,2,),) 081 _[.FTT,D,CO,=POLYNOMIALNEWLEFTNEWEXP 082~NEWS=SUBSTNEWL3FTLEFTS r3311MTRTSSUBHEWLEFTCOSNEWEXP 084 _ANDRESUBOPPADJGYPSVAR 085 _BE _NEWS=SU3ST(5/,OPP,UYP,)(SIN,VAR,)S 086~NEW5=SUBST("*•/,ADJ,HYP,)(COS,VAR,)S P87 _NEW5=SU3ST(Y/,OPP,ADJ,}(TAN,VAR,)S 088-NEWS=SUBST["/,ADJ,OPP,)(COT,VAR,)S 039NEKS=SUBST(?/,HYP,ADJ,)(SEC,VAR,)S 090"NEWS=SDBSIC/,HYP,0?P,){CSC,VAR,)S 091NEWS=SUBST(Y*,2,(Y*,(Y/,ADJ,HYP,),(Y/,OPP,HYP.,),),) 092(SIN.,(Y#,2,VAR,),)5 093NEWS=SUBST(Y~,(•**",(Y/,ADJ,HYP,),2,),('**",(Y/,OPP,HYP,),2,),) 094(COS,(Ys,2,VAR.,),)5 095 _INS 096 097 _ANDTRIGONOMETRICS|)ISSTRIGONOMETRIC??? 093 _BEATOMICS-> _FALSE;5=()-> _FALSE; 099 _IID3=SIN|_(IDS=COS|_HDS=TAN| 1002HDs=CD1,I_HDs=sscIII!Ds=csc~> _TRUE;
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A=SIN->
SDBST

CSC

X
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A=COS->
SU3ST

SEC

X

s;

A=TAN->
SUBST

COT

X
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A=COT->
SUB5T

TAN

X

s;

A=SEC->
SUBST

COS

X

c•

A=CSC->
SUBST

SIN

X

S;CHECK1

INTRIGEXPS
VAR;

-._NIJMBERY-> _FALSE; Y=2-> A=SECIA=CSC-> _FALSB;||SIIOULDHAVEBEENHANDLEDELSEWHERE A=SIN->INI'(E/,1,(CDS,(".*,2,13,),),),2,)VAR; A=C0S->TTIT{??/,(If,1,(COS,(E*,2,B,),),),2,)VAR; A=PAN->INT1,(•**",(SEC,B,),2,),)VAR;
A=C0T->INTC-,1,{'**",(CSC,Bf),2,),)VAR;

_FALSE; HEWP=TNT(OP,X,Y-2,)VAR
~INP=FALSE-> _FALSE; A=SIN-> r_,(V,C*,('**",(A,B,),Y-1,>,(COS,B,),),Y,),), (V,Y-1,Y,),P,)

A=COS-> /(V'/f("*■*«('*»",(A,B,),Y-1,),(SIN,B,),),Y,), ("*,(V,Y-1,Y,),P,)
A=TAN-> /CV/('»#"/(A,B#),Y-1,),Y-1,),P,;

A=COT-> r-A"_.C/.('**",(A,B,),Y-1,),Y-1,),),P,;
A=SEC-> (V,(">*/(■»*",(A,B,),Y-2,),('TAN",B,),),Y-1,), (X*,(S/fY-2,Y-1,),P,)

A=CSC->
s+,H",("//(A,B,),Y~2,),(COT,B,),),Y-1,),),



1145r*,r/,Y-2,y-i,),p,j,; 1146 _FALSE;_FAL5E 1147 _AND"FINDARGS||FINDTHEARGKENTOFANYTRIGEXPRESSIONINS 1148 _3S _TL _TLS=()-> _HD _TLS; 1149 _NEWA,X,Y,=S 115C _IN->_LISTX->FINDARGY; 1151X={)->FINDARGY; 1152 _HDX=SIN|_HDX=COS|_MDX=TAN| 1153 _HDX=COT|JiDX=SEC1_HDX=CSC-> _HD _TLX; 1154FINDAFCY 1155 _ANDTRIGDTV(OP,LEFT,EI3HT,}VAR 1156 _BEATOMICLEFT& _TLTLRIGHT=()-> 1157 _NEWFUNC= 1158IIDRIGIIT=SIN->CSC,_TLRIGHT; 1159 _fID^TGHT=COS->SEC,_TLRTGHT; 1160 _!!DRIGHT=TAN->COT,_TLRIGHT; 1161 _HDFI3HT=COT->TAN,_TLRIGHT; 1162~HDF.IGHT=SEC->COS,_TLRTGHT; 1163 _HDRIGHT=CSC->SIN,_TLRIGHT;CHECK2 1164 _ININT("*,LEFT,FUNC,)VAR; 1165 _NUMBERLEFTA _HDRI3IIT='**M-> 1166->TRIGCNOF!ETRIC(_HD _TLRIGHT)|- _NUMBER(_IID _TL _TLRIGHT)-> 1167 _HEW(A,X,S,)=ETGHT 1168~IN _TL _TLX-=()-> _FALSE; 1169 _NEwFUNC= 1170 _HDX=SIN->CSC,_TLX; 1171 _HDX=COS->SEC,_TLX; 1172 _HDX=TAN->COT,_TLX; 1173 _LDX=COT->TAN,_TLX; 1174 _HDX=SEC->COS,~TLX; 1175~HDX=CSC->SIN,_TLX;CHECK3 1176 _ININT(T*,LEFT,('**",FUNC,S,),)VAR; 1177 _FALSE; 1178NEWPATT=FATTEFN{OP,LEFT,RIGHT,) 1179 _TN _FUNCTIONPATT->PATT{OP,LEFT',RIGHT,)VAR; 1183 _NEK~A=FINDAR3(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,) 1181~NEWS=CONVERT(SIN,A,)(OP,LEFT,EI3RT,) 1182INARCSOBSVAR 1183 _AND"TRTGMULr{OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)VAR||MULTCONTAININGTRIGEXPRESSION 1184 _B2 _MCWP=PATTERN(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,) 1185~IN-_MUMBERP->P(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)VAR; 1186ATOMICLEFT1ATOMICRIGHT-> _FALS2; 1187-.TRIGONOMETRICLEFT|-.TRIGONOMETRICRIGHT-> 1188INTPARTS(OP/LEFT,RIGHT,)VAR;



1iatj 1190 1191 1192 1193 1194 1195 1196 1197 1198 1199 1700 1301 1302
1303 1°Q4 1709 1^06 1707 1n08

1709 1110 1°11 1712 1213 1i14 1215 1116 1117 1018 1219 1720 1321 112? 1723 1i?4 1125 1126 1n27 1228
1729 1730 1131 1132

MEaARGUMENT= JIDLEFr='*#"&TRIGONOMETRIC(_HD _TLLEFT)-> IID _TL _HD _TLLEFT;JIDTLLEFT
JIEWS=CONVEPT{SIN,ARGUMENT,)(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,) _INEQUALS(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)-> _FALSE;j1WEDIDN'TGETANYWHERE INTSVAR

ANDCONVERT(FUNC,ARC,)S||THETRIGIDENTITIES BEFUNC=SIM-> JIRWS=SUBST(^/,(SIM,ARG,),(COS,ARG,),)(TAN,ARC,)S _MEWS=SUBST(*/,(COS,ARG,),(SIN,ARG,),)(COT,ARC,)S _NEWS=SUBST("?/,1,(COS,ARG,),)(SEC,ARG,)S _N3WS=SUB5T(R/,1,(SIM,ARG,),)(CSC,ARG,)S 2ins;
FUNC=TAN-> _NEWS=SOBST('*»",(r'+,(»*»",(TAN,ARG,),2,),1,),("»/,1,2,),) (SEC,ARG,)S

_NEWS=SUBST\"/,1,(TAN,ARG,),),(COT,ARG,)S _INS;
FUNC=COT-> MEWS=SUBST(•*«»,(T+,(•**",(COT,ARG,),2,),1,),("/,1,2,),) (CSC,ARG,)S

_HEWS=SUEST{%/,1,(COT,ARG,),)(TAN,ARG,)5 ~INS;
FUNG-SEC-> _NEWS=SUBST('*«",("-,('*»",(SEC,ARG,),2,),1,),{V,1,2,),) (TAN,ARG,)S

_INSUBST("/,1,(SEC,ARG,),)(COS,ARG,)S; FUNC=CSC-> _NSWS=SUBST(«»*»,{*-,(•**",(CSC,ARG,),2,),1,),(35/,1,2,),) (COT,ARG,)S
_INSUBST(7/,1,(CSC,ARG,),)(SIN,ARG,)S;

ANDPATTERNS||RECOMMENDCOURSEOFACTIONFORTRIGEXPRESSION BE _TL _?LS=()->0;~NEWOP,LEFT,RIGHT,=S _IN5p=V->PATTERN(5*,LEFT,SIMPLIFY(•»*",RIGHT,(r'_,1,),),); OP=^*-> _NEW(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)=S _IN_HDLEFT=SIN-> _HDRISHT=SIN->SIMSIN;



1"*33 _HDRIGIiT=COS->1">34[ID _TLLEFT= _HD _TLRIGHT->0;SINCOS2;
1">350;1*'36 _HDRTGHT=SIN~>PATTERN(OP,RIGHT,LEFT,);1737 _MENX= _HDLEFT='*«"-> _HD _TLLEFT;LEFT1°38 _ANDY=_HDHIGUT=1**"->JID _TLRIGHT;FIGHT1733 _IN _HDX=SIN-> 1^40Y=(COS,_HD _TLX,)->3F.DSIN;17410;1742 _HDY=SIN->PATTERN{0P,RIGflT,LEFT,);1°43 _HDX=TAN->1°44Y=(SEC,_TLX)->REDTAN;1°450;

1°46 _HDY=TAN->PATTERN(OP,RIGHT,LEFT,);1747IIDX=COT->1°48~ Y=(CSC,_TLX)->RFDCOT;1^490;1°50 _RDY=COT->PATTERN(OP,RIGHT,LEFT,);1°510;1°520 1^53
1°54 1°55||REDUCTIONROUTINESFORTRIGONOMETRICEXPRESSIONS1756 _ANI)SINSIN(OP,(A,B,),(X,Y,),)VAR1357 _BEINT(X*,("/,1,2,),(T-,(COS,("-,B,Y,),),(COS,(*+,B,Y,),),),)VAR1258 _ANDSINCOS2(OP,(A,B,),X,Y,)VAR1350 _B2INT(*«,("/,1,2,),(U,{SIM,(%- ,B,Y,),),{SIN,("+,B,Y,),),),)VAR

I*>60 _ANDREDSIN(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)VAR1761 _BE _NEWA= _HDLEFT=*&*"-> _IID _TLLEFT;LEFT!762~ANDX=_HDRIGHT='s-*"-> _HD _TLRIGHT;RIGHTI763INIIDA=COS->REDSTN(OP,RIGHT,LEFT,)VAR;1764~ _TLA-»=_TLX-> _FALSE;I765IID _TLA-.=VAR-> _NSWP,Q,R,=POLYNOMIAL(_HD _TLA)VARI766 _IN-.p-> _FALSE;767Qi=1-> _FALSE;
I768DIFFDTV(_HD _TLA)(OP,LEFT,BIGHT,)VAR;769 _NEWM=_HDLEFT=SIN->1;_HDTL _TLLEFT

I770 _ANDM=HDRIGHT=COS->1;_HD _TL _TLRIGHT271~UlSIMPLIFY[%*,M,N,)=0->
1772-iPOSM->INT('*«",(COT,TLX),N,)VAP;773INT(•**",(TAN,_TLA),M,)VAR;774NUMBERM|-.POSM)&(-»_NUMBERN|-.POSN)-> _FALSE;775-«_NUMBSRH&->_NUMBERN-> _FALSE;776 _NUM3ERN|-.POSN->



1°77H _M3D2=1->1°V8TNT(MULTIPLY.T?IGIIT(EXPAND1?79(•**",(R- ,1,('**",(M,)!,),2,),),(M-1)/2,))}X;1280INT{V,EXPA-ND('**»,(f-,1,(»**",X,2,),),M/2,),1281('**",X,(2_,N,),)#)VAR;1282-i_NUMBERM|-.COSM->1283N _MOD2=1->1^84INT[%_,(MULTIPLYLEFT(EXPAND '■"85(***",(".-,1,('**",A/2,),),(N-1)/2,))),)A;1286IHrr/f3XPAND(»**»,(T-,1f(•.««,A,2,),),N/2,),1°87(«**",AVAR;
1288M _M3D2=1->1°89TNT(MULTIPLYRIGHT(EXPAND1"80('**",(<•-,1,(»*»",X/2,),),(M-1)/2,)))X;1291N _MOD2=1->1292INTC(MULTIPLYLEFT(EXPAND1293('**",r-,1,<•**",A,2,),),(N-1)/2#))),)A;1294TNT(MULTIPLYLEFT(EXPAND(•«*",(7!-,1,(1*»•',A,2,),),1°95N/2,)))VAR1296 _ANDREDTAN(OP,LEFT,SIGHT,)VAR1297 . _B£ _N3»A= _HDLF.FT=•**"-> _HD _TLLEFT;LEFT1298~ANDX=_HDRIGHr='**"-> _HD _TLRIGHT;RIGHT1299 _IN _TIDA=SEC->REDTAN(OP,RIGHT,LEFT,)VAR;

1209 _TLA->= _TLX->FALSE;1"»01 _HD _TLA-.=VAR-> _NSWP,Q,R,=POLYNOMIAL(JID _TLA)VAR
1202 _INnP-> _FALSE;1203Q-»=1->FALSE;1204DIFFDIV(_HD _TLA)(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)VAR;1205 _MEHM= _FIDLEFT=TAN->1;_HDTL _TLLEFT1°06 _ANDN= _HDRIGHT=SEC->1;_HD _TL _TLFIGHTH07 _IN(-.POSM|-i_NUMBERM)&(-.POSN|NUMBERN)->FALSE;

1208 -»_NUMBERM|POSH->1209~N _M0D2=0->1210INT(MULTIPLYLEFT1211(EXPAND(***",r+,(•»*",A,2,),1,),(N-2)/2,)))A;1312INT(CONVERT('SIN",TLA)(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,))VAR;P13->_NUKBERM|iPOSN->1214INT(CONVERT(SIN,_TLA)(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,))VAR;1215N _MOD2=0->INT(MULTIPLYLEFT1816(EXPAND('**",(M+,1,('**",A,2,),),(N-2)/2,"17)))A; ,218M _MOD2=1->INT(MULTIPLY('♦»",X,N-1,)319(EXPAND('*#",(%-,('**",X,2,),1,),(M-1)/2,)))320X;



1321TNT(MULTIPLYRIGHT 1122(EXPAND('**•',(%-,('**"/X,2,},1,),M/2,)))VAR 1^23 _ANDP.EDCOT(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)VAR 132A _BS _NEWA=_HDLSFT='**"-> _HD _TLLEFT;LEFT 1223"ANDX=_HDRIGBT='»«-"-> _HD _TLRIGHT;RIGHT 1326 _INHDA=CSC->REDCOT(OP,RIGHT,LEFT,)VAR;||CANONICALORDER 1327 _TLA-i= _TLX-> _FALSE; 1328 _HD _TLA-=VAR-> _NEWP,Q,R,=POLYNOKIAL(_UD _TLA)VAR 1329 _TN-.P-> _FALSE;
1339Q-'=1-> _FALSE; 1331DIFFDTV(_HD _TLA)(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)VAR;

1332 _NSHM= _HDLEFT=COT->1;_HD _TL _TLLEFT 1333 _ANDN=_HDRIGHT=CSC->1;_HD _TL _TLRIGHT 1334~IN(-.POSM|NUMBERR)&(iPOSN|-»_NUM!3ERN)-> _FALSE; 1335NUMBERM]->POSM-> 1036N _MOD2=0-> 1337INT(MULTIPLYLEFT 1138(EXPAND('**",(%+,{'**" ,A,2,),1,),(N-2)/2,)))A; 1339INT(CONVERT('5IN",_TLA)(OP,LEFT,RTGHT,))VAR; 1349-,_NUMBERNI-iPOSN 1341~ ->INT(CONVERT(SIN,_TLA)(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,))VAR; 1342N _MOD2=9->INT(MULTIPLYLEFT 1343(EXPAND('*k" ,(1+,1,('*#",A,2,),),(N-2)/2,))) 1244A; 1245H _MOD2=1~>INT(MULTIPLY('**" ,X,N-1,) 1246(EXPAND('**",("-,('**",X,2,),1,},(M-1)/2, 1147)))X; 114CINT(MULTIPLYRIGHT 1i49(EXPAND('**",(*!-,('**",X,2,),1,),M/2,)))VAR 1350 1251 _ANDSPF.CIALF0RK4SVAR||ISSRATIONALINSINORCOS?? 1352 _BES={)-> _FALSE; 1153ATOMICS-> _FALSE; 1154S=(COS,VAC,)IS=(SIN,VAR,)-> _TRQE; 1355SPECIALFORM4(_HDS)VAR|SPECIALF0RR4(TLS)VAR 1256
1157 1158 _ANDAPPLYMETHODSSVAR||APPLYTHEMETHODSOFINTEGRATIONSUGGESTED

1"'59 _BE _LETAPPLYMETHODS 1°60 _BEHETHODS=()~> _FALSE; 1361 _NSUA=(_HDMETHODS)SVAR 1°62INA= _FALSE->APPLY(_TLMETHODS);A _TNAPPLYMETHODS 1363 1164



1765 P66
1157 1758

1̂69 1̂70 1771 1772
1773 1774

1775 1776 1">77 1778 1779 1780
1">81 1°82

1183 nsi
1785 1786 1787 1788

1">89 1̂90 1°91 1792
1793 1794

1795 1796 1797 1">98 1793 1M00 1401 1402 1403 1404
1405 1406 1407 1408

ANDINTHULT(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)VAR BE _NE'WX=()|!XHOLDSTHEMETHODSAPPLICABLE _INNOTCONITAINSVARLEFT->FACCONSTLEFT,; NOTCONTAINSVAR(SIMPLIFY(%/,LEFT,DTFFRIGHTVAR,)) ->DIFFDIVRIGHT,; NOTCONTAINSVAR(SIMPLIFY(%/,RIGHT,DIFFLEFTVAP,)) ->DIFFDIVLEFT,X; _N3WX=ATOMICLEFT->X; _TL _TLLEFT=() ->NOTCONTAINSVAR{SIMPLIFY(?/,RIGHT,DIFF(_h'D _TLLEFT)VAR,)) ->DIFFDIV(_HD _TLLEFT),X; X*A»

x

_NEWX=ATOMICRIGHT->X; _TL _TLRIGHT=() ->NOTCONTAINSVAR(SIMPLIFY(V,LEFT,DIFF(_HD _TLRIGHT)VAR,)) ->DIFFDIV(IID _TLRIGHT),X;
X;

X

_NEWX=TRr30N0MSTRIC(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)->TNTRIG,X;X _NEWX=ATOMICLEFT ->ATOMICFIGHT->X; _HDniGHT=»»«H->MHLTEXPAMDLEFTRIGHT,INTPART5,X; _HDP.IGHT=?>+|_HDRIGHT=7- ->KULTEXPANDLEFT(•**",RIGHT,1,),X; X;

X

_INATOMICRIGHT->ATOMICLEFT->X; INTMULT(OP,RIGHT,LEFT,);
_N3WX= _TL _TLRIGIIT=()->IKTPA3TS,X;X

_NEWX=_NEKA,S,T,=SPECIALFORM(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)VAR _INA->TSIGSUBST,X;X
_NEWX=_NEWA,S,=SP2CIALFORM2(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)VAR INA->NESTS,X;X

_NEWX= _NEWA,S,T,=SPECTALFORM3(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)VAR _INA->RADSHB(S,T,),X;X
INREVERSEX

ANDTNTDIV(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)VAR||INTEGRATIONMETHODSFOPDIVISION BENOTCONTAIMSVARLEFTALEFT-»=1->FACCONSTLEFT,; NOTCONTAINSVARRIGHT->FACCOMST('"/,1,RIGHT,),; NOTCONTAINSVAR(SIMPLIFY(V/LEFT,DIFF(V,1,RIGHT,)VAR,)) ->DTFFDTV(V,1,RIGHT,),;



1«09NOTCONTATMSVAR(SIMPLIFY(5/,RIGHT,DIFFLEFTVAR,)) 1110->DIFFDIVLEFT,; 1'M1NOTCOKTAINSVAR(SIMPLIFY(V,LEFT,DIFFRIGHTVAR,)) 1"12->DIFFDIVRIGHT,; 1113 _NEHX=() 1'M4 _IN_NSWX=ATDMICLEFT->X; 1415 _TL _TLLEFT=() 1116->NOTCDNTAINSVAR(SIMPLIFY(1/,RIGHT,DIFF(_HD_TLLEFT)VAT?,)) 1'M7->DIFFDIV(_HD _TLLEFT),X; 1U18X; 1119 _HDLEFT='**" 1"20->ATDMIC(_HD _TLLEFT)->X; 1'i21 _HDHD _TLLSFT=SEC|_HD _HD _TLLEFT=CSC H<22-> _HD _TL_HD _TLLEFT-<=VAR 1R23->DIFFDIV(_HD _TL _HD _TLLEFT),X; 1424X; 1"25X; 1"26X U'27 _NEWX=
1'128 _NEKA,B,C,=POLYNOMIALRIGHTVAR 129 _IN-iA->X; 1''30B>2->X; 1R31B=2-> _HD _TLC=3A _HD _TL _TLC=0->X; 1"32COMPSQHARECRIGHT,X; 1n33X 1R34 _NEffX=_NEWA,5,L,=P0LYN0MTALLEFTVAR 1435ANDB,T,M,=POLYNOMTALRIGHTVAR 1435 _INA&B->S<T->X;POLYDIV(S,L,)(T,M,),X;X 1437 _NEWX=

1438 _KDRIGHT=I+|_I!DRIGHI=%--> 1439 _NEWA=INTLEFTVAR
1440 _IHA=_FALSE->X; 1441NEWB=ARGAVAS 1442~IN _TL _TLB->=()->X; 1443 _NEWP,Q,R,=POLYNOMIALEIGHTB

1444 _INP->B=VAR->X; 1445DIFFDIVA,X; 1445X;X 1447NEWX=ATOMICLEFT->X; 1448~ IIDLEFT="+|_HDLEFT=%-->SEPARATE,X;X 1443NEWX= 1459~_HDRIGHT=•#*"-> 1451 _HD _TL _TLP.IG!IT=(I/,1,2,)-> 1452NEWA=INTLEFTVAR



1153 1'»5U 1155
I'-'55 1157 II58 1'159 1'i60 1U61 1'!62 1H63

1U64 1'165
1'166 1'i67 1"63 1'169 1173 1171

1172 1173 1171 1175 1176 1"77 1173 1179 1180 1181 1182 1103 1181 1105 1186 1"07 1188 1189 1190 1191 1192 1193 1191 1195 1195

_INA=_FALSS->X; HEWA=ARGAVAR _NEWP,Q,R,=POLYNOMIALAVAR _IN-.P->X; Ai=VAR->DIFFDIVA,X; Q=2->COMPSQUARER(_MD _TLRIGHT),X;
X;X;X

JJEWX=TRIG0N0METRIC(0P#L8FT,RIGHT,)->INTPARTS,INTRIG,X;X NEKX=_NEWA,S,T,=SPECIALFORM(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,}VAR _INA->TRIGSUBST,X;X
NEWX=_N£WA,S,T,=SPSCIALFORK3(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)VAR _IN-.A->X;RADSUB(S,T,),X

NEWX=SPECIALFORMl(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)VAR->ARCSDB,X;X INREVERSEX
ANDINTEXP(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)VAR||METHODSOFINTEGRATINGEXPON. BE _NSWA,B,C,=POLYNOMIALLEFTVAR _IN8=2->COMPSQUARECLEFT,; B=1&LEFT-n=VAR->DIFFDIVLEFT,;

_NEWX=()
_NEWX= TRIGONOMETRICLEFT-> _HDLEFT=SEC|_HDLEFT=CSC-> _NEWA,B,C,=POLYHOMIAL(_HD _TLLEFT)VAR IN-.A-> _FALSE; B=1-> _HD _TLLEFT-«=VAR-> DIFFDIV(_HD _TLLEFT),;

RTGHT=2->X; TRIGEXP,X;X;TRIGEXP,X;X
_NSWX=NOTCONTAINSVARLEFT->DIFFDIVRIGHT,X;X _NEWX=_NEWA,S,T,=SPECIALF0RM(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)VAR ~INA->TRIGSUBST,X;X

NEWX=_HDLEFT='k*"-> ATOMIC(_HD _TLLEFT)->X; _HOKBER(_HD _TL _TLLEFT)& (_HD _HD _TLLEFT=*7+|_HD _fID _TLLEFT=7,-)->
EXPANSIONLEFT,X;

x;

X
_NEWX= HDLEFT=*SIN"|_HDLEFr='COS"|~HDLEFT='TAN"j_HDLEFT='COT"->



1'l97 _NEWA,B,C,=POLYNOMIAL(_UD _TLLEFT)VAR
198 _TMnj->X;1a99~ B=1-> _HD _TLLEFT->=VAR->DIFFDIV(HD _TLLEFT),;1100X;TEIGEXP,X;X1501 _MEWX=_MSWA,S,=SPECIALFORM2(DP,LEFT,RIGHT,)VAR1502 _IE-»A->X;NESTS,X1r'03 _NEKX=_NEWA,S,T,=5PECIALFORM3(OP,LEFT,RIGHT,)VAR1104 _TN->A->X;RADSDB(S,I,),X

1r05 _IMREVERSEX1"06
1r07 1100 _AKDINTFUHC(FUHC,AR3,)VAR||INTEGRATTDNMETHODSFORMONADICFUNCTIONS

1r09 _BE _NEWX=()1110 _NEWX= 1r1l _NEUA,B,C,=P0LYN0MIALARCVAR1112 _IMiA->X;1*313B=1->APG=VAR->X;DIFFDIVARG,;XH14 _NEWX=_NEWA,S,=5PECIALFORM2(FUNC,AEG,)VAP1^15 _IN-»A->X;NESTS,X1116 _NEWX=_MSWA,S,T,=SPECTALFORM3(FUNC,ARG,)VAR1117 _IN-.A->X;RADSUB(S,T,),X1118 _INREVERSE(INTPARTS,X)
1r19 1120

1r21 _AMDINTSVAR 1122 _BE _NEWS=SIMPLIFYS1r23~MEWA=3ASTCFORMSVAR1124 _INA->=_FALSE->A;H2L~ _NEWS=AT0MICVAR->S;1126 _LGTH= _KDVAR
1r27 _INII=SIN|H=CDS|H=TAN|1r28H=C0T|H=S2C|H=CSC->CONVERTVARS;1129S1130 _IN _HDS=T>*->APPLY(INTMULTSVAR)SVAR;1131 _HDS=V->APPLY(INTDIVSVAR)5VAR;1r32 _HDS=%+j_HD5=1-->1133 _NEW(A,B,)=.INT(_HD _TLSJVAR,TNT(HOTLTLS)VAR,1c34 _INA= _FALSE|B=_FALSE-> _FALSE;JID~S,A,B,;1135 _HDS="$_-> _NEWA=IMT(_HDTLS)VAR1r36INA=_FALSE->~FALSE;1,A,;1^37IIDS='**"->APPLY(INTEXPSVAR)SVAR;1138 _TL _TLS=()->APPLY(INTFUNCSVAR)SVAP;1139 _FALSE 1140



1̂41 1^42
1r'43 1544||

145|| 1546||PARSERANDINPUT/OUTPUTROUTINES1^47||1548||
1c49 1-50 1551 _LETOUTPUTS||CONVERTSPOLISHTREETOINFIXNOTATION1r52 _BEATOXICS->5;1553OUTOP(_IID5)(_TLS)1554 _ANDOUTOPOP 1555 _BEOP="+|OP="--> _LAMBDA(LEFT,RIGHT,).1556OUTPUTLEFT,OP,OUTPUTF1311T,;1557OP="_-> _LAMBDA(OPERAND,).1553ATONICOPERAND->5-,OPERAND,;1559v-,5(,OUTPUTOPERAND,5),;1560DP=5*JOP=5/-> _LANDDA(LEFT,RIGHT,).1561~NEWLEFT=ATOMICLEFT->LEFT;1562OP=V->5(,OUTPUTLEFT,"'),;

1563 _IIDLZTT=5+|_HDLEFT=%-->T(,OUTPUTLEFT,"),;1564OUTPUTLPFT1565, _ANDRIOHT=ATONICRIOHT->RIGHT;1566OP=5/->5(,OUTPUTRIGHT,5),;1567 _HDR13HT=5+|_HDRIGHT="-->%(,OUTPUTRIGHT,!,),;1568OUTPUTRIGHT1569 _INLEFT,OP,RIGHT,;1570OP='**"-> _LAMBDA(LEFT,KTGIIT,).1571 _NEWLEFT=ATOMICLEFT->LEFT;%(,OUTPUTLEFT,"),1572 _ANDRIOUT=ATONICRIGHT->RI3I1T;1573~ 5(,OUTPUTRIGHT,"),1574 _INLEFT,OP,RIGHT,;1575 _LAN3DA(OPERAND,).ATOMICOPERAND->OP," ,OPERAND,;1576OP,"(,OUTPUTOPERAND,!),
1577 170 1579 _NEWFAIL= _FALSE,(),()1r80 1581 _LETNEXTS||THROWSAWAYSPACESINALINEOFTEXT1582 _BES=()->();1583 _NEW(II,T)=S 1534 _INH=T->NEXTT;H,NEXTT



1r85 1r>86 _L2TEXPS||FORMSPOLISHIRESFROMINFIXDATAISS1^87 _BE _NEWA,X,S=T3RMS 1588IN-iA->A,7.,S;1589~ TERMSXS 1590 1891 _ANDTERMSXS||EXTRALEVELOFRECURSIONTOHANDLE1892||LEFTRECURSIONOFADDITIONS
1893 _B2S=()-> _TRUE,X,();1894 _HDS=~ ->TERMSX(_TLS);1895-i(_HDS=E+|IIDS=7-)-> _TRUE,X,S;1596 _NEWB,Y,T=TERM(_TLS)1897~INB->TERMS(_HD5,X,Y,)T;1598FALSE,'NOTERMFOUNDFOLLOWINGADDOP",T1599 1600 _ANDTERMS||SEARCHINGFORAMULTOP1601 _BE _NEWA,X,S=FACTORS 1602 _IN-.A->A,X,S;1603 _NEWS=S=()->S;_HDS=R->NEXT5;S1604 _INS=()->A,X,S;1805-»(_HDS=T»|_HDS=t/)->A,X,S;1606 _NEWB,Y,T=TEEM(_TLS)1607 _INB->B,(_FIDS,X,Y,),T;1608 _FALSE,•NOTERMFOUNDFOLLOWINGMULTOP",()

1609 161C _ANDFACTORS 1611 _3E _NEKA,X,S=NEGATIVES 1612 _IN-.A->A,X,S;1^13 _NEWS=5=()->5;_HDS=%->NEXTS;S1614 _INs=()->A,X,S; _TLS=()->A,X,5;1615-i(_I!DS="*& _HD _TL5=%*)->A,X,S;1615 _NEWB,Y,T=FACTORT_TL _TLS)1617~INB->3,('*«",X,Y,),T;1618 _FALSZ,1NOFACTORFOUNDAFTEREXPONENTIATION" ,()1619 1620ANDNEGATIVES||SEARCHFORANEGATIVESIGN1621~BE3=()->FAIL;1622HDS=X->NEGATIVE{TLS);1623 _KDS=f,--> _NSWA,X,S=NEGATIVE(_TLS)1624 _IN-.A-> _FALSE,'NOARGFOUNDFOR-VESIGN",();1625&,(»_,X,),S;1626ARGS 1627 1628 _ANDARGS||THEBOTTOMLEVELOFTHEPARSE



1*29 _BEE=()->FAIL;1*30 _HDS=E->AR3(_TLG);1*31~HDS=1(-> _MSWA,X,S=EXP(_TLS)1*32 _INS={)->FALSE,'MISSTNGRIGHTPARENTHESIS",I);1*33-»(_HDS="))-> _FALSE,'MISSINGRIGHTPARENTHESIS",();1*34A,X,_TLS;1*35 _NEWA,X,T=FNEXPS1*36 _TNA->A,X,T;1*37NUMBERS
1*33 1*39 _ANDNUMBERSj]FINDANUMBER1*40 _BELETDIGITSST1*41 _32S={)->T,S;1*42 _NFW(A,B)=S1*43 _IR-<{_DIGITA)->T,5;1*44DIGITS(_TLS)(_HDS,T)1*45 _ANDMAKENilMXS 1*46 _BES=()->X;1*47 _NEHX=10*X+(_DIGITVAL(_HDS))1*43 _IMMAKENUMX(_TLS)1*49 _IN-»(_DTGIT(_HDS))->FAIL;1*50 _N2WX,S=DIGITSS()1*51NEWX=REVERSEX1*52 _IN _TRU2,MAKSMQM0X,S1*53 1*54 _ANDNAMES||S2ARCI!FDRNAMEOFVARIABLE1*55 _BE _NEWA,X,S=LETTERS1*56~INA-> _N2UB,Y,T=NAMES1*57 _IN-.B->TRUE,X,S;

1r*BB,(APPENDXY),T;1*59A,X,S 1*60 1*61 _ANDLETTERS 1*62 _BES=()->FAIL,;1*63 _LETTER _HDS-> _TRUE,{_HDS,),_TLS;1*64FAIL 1*65 1*66 _ANDFNEXPS|]LOOKFORAFUNCTIONALEXPRESSION1*67 _RS _NEWA,X,S=NAMES 1*63~IMiA->A,X,S;1*69~ S={)->A,X,S;1*70 _NERB,Y,T=ARGS1*71 _TNB->B,(X,Y,),T;l|WASJUSTANAMEONITSOWN1*721A,X,S



1*73
1*71 1*75 1*76 1*77 1*78 1*79 1*80 1631 1*82 1*83 1*81 1*85 1*8* 1*87 1688 1689 1*90 1*91

_NEWDIFFERENTIATEEXFRVAR _BE _NEWA,X,S=2XPEXPK^TN-.A->'SYNTAXERROR:",X,S; 'THEDERIVATIVEOF",NL,EXPR,NL,
•WITHRESPECTTO",VAR,•IS",NL," OUTPUT(SIMPLIFY(DIPFXVAC))

_ANDINTEGRATESXPRVAR _BENEWA,X,S=EXPEXPR _IN--A->'SYNTAXERROR:",X,S; NEWANS=INTXVAR
"INANS=_FALSE->'IAMSTUCK";7THEINTEGRALOF",NL,EXPR,_NL/'IN",VAR,'IS",NL, OUTPUT(SIMPLIFYAN5),

3LISTIN



APPENDIX B

SASL BNP



SASL SYNTAX

Expressions

^program}: : = <exp>
= <block"> I ^2 "h -exp^ \^conditional-exp^\ ^exp-1^
: = let ^clefs) in <exp7
: = *K<J'ormai) .<exp"?

^conditional-exp"X : = <exp-2>-><'exp^;<exP7
<Cexp-l)> : : = <exp-2>5<^3xp-f>| <fexp-2X i <^exp-2^

= <exp-2><or-op><exp-3/>i<exp-3^
= <exp-3> & <exp-4> \ <exp-4>
= exp-4? I<exp-5)<rel-op}<exp-5)>\ ^exp-5^
= <exp-5^<add.-op7<exp-6^>\<^exp-6/'
= </add-o o)<^exp-6> 1 <exp-6/><unult-op?^exp-T") l<(exp-7^
= <^ex-o^><^exp-7/^ 1 (combination?

(combination^ : : = (co;rAinationXar&? \ (^g^?
(argp> : : = (name"?Inconstant/'I (<exp>)

<exp>
(bloclq?
(A-exp">

(exp-2)>:
(exp-3>:
<exp-4">!
<exp-5>:
(exp-o?:
(exp-7/> '•

Definitions

(clefs"? j : = (def/'Kdef? and (defs"?
(def?: : = (namelist~7 = (exp?l (function-form? be ( exp?
;namelist?> : : = <^fomai^\ ^formal^>, Xformal^ , (namelist"?
^formal?: : = (jiameX '((nsmelist*?) I ()
(function-foim? s : = (name^^formai? | (function-forri^(forraai?
Various Operators

(or-op"?
(rel-op?
<add-op>
<piult-op^
(ex-op?-:

= ? 1 > - \ - \~i = I < - \^
= +\ -

: = *\/ mod
= bd|tl\number!logical |char\list \function|letter^digit^digitval

LAYOUT AND BASIC SYIBOLS

(constant? : : = (numerai?l (Logical-const? \ (char-const?\(string? j ()
(numeral? : : = (digit?(cligi
(logical-const? : ; = true! false
(char—const? : : = f° (any charactex} \nl — the nev/line character
(string? : : = ^i-ny message not containing unmatched quotes?"
(name? : : * (letter? I (name?(lettef>| (iame?(digi"t?
(comment? : : = II any message upto the end of the line
(ignorable? : : = (space?\(newlin<?l (comment?



APPENDIX C

IDEA'S TABLE OP DIFFERENTIATIONS



dx (u + v) =
du dv
dx — dx

dx
i \ <iu(-<0 -

dx ( u v) =
du
dx +

u
dv
dx

du
_ dv

d /U\ dx dx
dx V ~ y2

d a a-1 du
rr— U = au —
dx dx

d / . N / v du
dl <Sin u) = ^C0S u)
d —
— (cos u) = (-sin u) dx

d /, s / 2 s du(tan u) = (sec u)

h (cot u) = (_csc2 u)
~ (sec u) = (sec u tan u) ~

~ (esc u) = —(csc u cot u) ~

d / . x 1 du
d£ (arcsm u) = . ^

il 1 - u

d / \ -1
~r— (arccos u) = > ■ ■ 7—dx N ' _/~ 2^ dxnf 1 - u

S (arotan u) = S
1 + u

d / , \ -1 du
te 'arooot u) ° ~—2 s

1 + u



d I \ 1(arcsec u) = — \

u"V u2 - 1

d / \ -1(arccsc u) = s du
ul u2 - 1

~ (sinh u) = cosh u ^
~ (cosh u) = sinh u ~

~ (tanh u) = sech2 u ~

(coth u) = -csch2 u ^

~ (sech u) = -sech u tanh u ^

~ (csch u) = -csch u coth u

^
(arcsinh u) = . 1 - dudx "V 1 + u2_N dx

~ (arccosh u) = ; 1 du
/2 ~ dx•v u - 1

•— (arctanh u) = ~ (arccosh u) = —'—^ ||

~ (arcsech u) = ~1 vJ] 2uV1 - u

Q



d , \ -1 du
to (awosch u) - to

u 1 + u

— (expn u) = expn u ~

d /~ \ 1 du
— (In u) = — -3—dx v ' u dx

fj (log u) » Ilog e g



APPENDIX D

IDEA'S TABLE OF INTEGRATION



(constant of integration ignored.)

a dx = ax ^ (u + v)dx = |u dx + ,Pvcix ^axdx = a^xdx
\la2x2 + b2 dx = ^ {--Ja2}2 + b2' + | In (ax + Vax2 + b2))

|Vax2 - b2 dx = -1 (~Vax2 - b2* - | In (ax + -y4x2 - b2))

\ / 2 iT , 1 /ax [2. T, b2 . ax s
JVb - ax dx = — {—•vo - ax + arcsxn )

2
sec x dx = tan x

csc2 x dx = —cot x

x
x , a

a dx = rr
Ina

a+1
xa dx = ——~ unless a = -1 then In x

a+1

sec x tan x = sec x

csc x cot x = -csc x

— dx = In x
x

— = ~ arctan (r— )ab vb
2 2,2

ax + b

a* 1 ln 1^)^ax + b'
2 2 v2 2abax - b



n (be 1 ax + b

. 2 2 2 = _ _ ln ^ax - b ^
b - a x 2ab

dx ' =1 In (ax +*\^x^ + b' )

V a2x2 + ~b a

dx 1 . ax
arcsxn —

„/7i y~2 aY b - a x

dx 1 /ax
— - = — arcsec (— \

22 ,2 b b '
a x - b

sin x dx = cos x

cos x dx = sin x

i"
J
^ tan x = ln(sec x)

J*cot x dx = ln(sin x)
Jsec x dx = ln(sec x + tan x)

csc x dx = ln (csc x - cot x)

Jin x cbc = xlnx-x

^log x dx = log e (x ln x - x)

5 expn x dx = expn x




